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Ferroelectric polarization-coupled resistive switching behavior in ferroelectric tunnel
junctions (FTJs), the tunneling electroresistance (TER) eect, is a recently predicted
new phenomenon, which attracts interest due to potential application in the next
generation non-volatile ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAMs). In this dis-
sertation, we demonstrate the TER eect in FTJ devices by means of scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) techniques. We have investigated several device congurations for
enhancement of polarization stability and for demonstration of the resistive switching
behavior: (i) using the SPM probe as a top electrode; (ii) using heterostructures with
engineered interfacial atomic terminations; (iii) using metal electrodes; (iv) adding
an additional polar molecular layer at the interface. Stable and switchable resistance
states with a ratio over three orders of magnitude have been achieved in these FTJs.
These results are promising for employing FTJs in non-volatile memory and logic
devices.
Furthermore, for the rst time, ferroelectric polarization reversal by pure me-
chanical force|a fundamentally new phenomenon|predicted almost 50 years ago,
has been demonstrated. We show that the strain gradient generated by an atomic
force microscope (AFM) tip pressing onto an ultrathin ferroelectric lm can result in
polarization reversal in a nanoscale volume without application of an external bias due
to the exoelectric eect. The mechanically generated ferroelectric domains are more
localized than electrically generated domains, enabling much higher density of data
storage. Pure mechanical force can therefore be used as a dynamic tool for polariza-
tion control and enable applications in which memory bits are written mechanically
and read electrically.
Multiferroic materials and magnetoelectric coupling between ferroelectric and fer-
romagnetic order parameters are attracting great interest both due to the fundamental
physical insight that these systems give and due to the vast potential for applications
such as the electrical control of magnetism and vice versa. In this dissertation we
also demonstrate the existence of a large room-temperature ferroelectric polarization
modulation of magnetization at the ferroelectric-ferromagnetic interface upon polar-
ization reversal.
To my parents and my wife
vPREFACE
The non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM) is very important for modern
information processing and storage, where non-volatility means that information re-
tains when power is turned o. Currently ash memory is the dominant technol-
ogy for non-volatile solid state memories, which is based on charge storage in the
oating-gate transistors. The main problems of the ash memories are their slow
write operation and limited write-erase cycles. An alternative technology is ferroelec-
tric random-access memories (FeRAMs), which is based on information storage in the
ferroelectric materials. The advantages of FeRAMs are due to their non-volatility, low
power consumption, faster write performance, and greater write-erase cycle lifetimes.
However, there are also several limitations, e.g., their relatively complicated struc-
ture, their destructive read-out (which requires rewrite after readout, and leads to
faster material fatigue), and their low storage density. An improvement in device
structure is required for a ferroelectric-based memory technology to compete with
other blossoming technologies.
In the meantime, resistive random-access memories (RRAMs) emerged as a com-
petitive candidate for the next generation NVRAM devices. RRAMs are based on
the resistive switching phenomenon observed in many transition metal oxides, where
the resistance abruptly changes under the action of a strong electric eld. The non-
volatility and reversibility of the resistance states make this eect suitable for data
storage with a simple structure, low power consumption and fast performance.
Recent theoretical calculations predict a specic type of resistive switching phe-
nomenon that is based on quantum tunneling eect through an ultrathin ferroelectric
barrier. Such a metal-ferroelectric-metal structure is called a ferroelectric tunnel
junction (FTJ), where the tunneling conductance of the junction is coupled to the
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polarization orientation: reversal of the polarization in the ultrathin ferroelectric
layer leads to a change of the tunneling conductance in the junction|an eect called
the tunneling electroresistance (TER) eect. The relative structural simplicity and
the capability for non-destructive read-out have made the FTJ an ideal element for
ultra-high density memory and logic devices with improved performance.
One of the main objectives of this dissertation is to experimentally demonstrate
the polarization-coupled resistive switching behavior in FTJs, and to develop FTJ
devices with improved performance that is suitable for memory applications.
Recent experimental developments have made possible fabrication of epitaxial
single-crystalline ferroelectric thin lms with a thickness down to several unit cells.
Stable ferroelectric polarization in these ultrathin ferroelectric lms has been demon-
strated both theoretically and experimentally. One of the main problem in realization
of FTJs is polarization relaxation in FTJ-based ultrathin ferroelectric barriers. In
this work, several approaches have been investigated to enhance polarization stabil-
ity. The rst approach involves engineering of atomic terminations at the electrode-
ferroelectric interfaces based on rst-principle calculations. The second approach
involves the use of metal electrodes to provide more eective screening of the de-
polarizing eld. In the third approach, we introduce a polar molecular layer at the
electrode-ferroelectric interface to provide additional screening dipoles. Stable and
switchable polarization and enhanced electroresistance eects have been achieved in
the FTJs.
Flexoelectricity at the nanoscale is another main objective for this dissertation.
Electromechanical properties play an essential role in the physics of solids and their
practical applications. The most well-known electromechanical coupling properties
are piezoelectricity and electrostriction. However, it has become clear that the exo-
electric eect, which is a linear coupling between polarization and strain gradient, can
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play a pivotal role, especially in nanoscale devices. Since strain gradient is inversely
proportional to relaxation length, which can lead to a strong exoelectric eect in
nanoscale structures. Flexoelectricity is a universal property that is allowed by sym-
metry in any structure. Therefore, it is more general than piezoelectricity and can
exist in all materials. Furthermore, exoelectricity breaks the inversion symmetry,
which oers an additional degree of freedom to control not just polarization magni-
tude but the polarization orientation. The main purpose of using exoelectricity in
this dissertation is to use the highly amplied and localized strain gradient generated
via an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip pressing onto an ultrathin ferroelectric
lm, for control of polarization and electroresistance eect by pure mechanical force.
Magnetoelectric coupling between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic order parame-
ters oers an additional degree for controlling functional properties, for instance, using
electric eld to control magnetism (which has recently become a hot research area). In
a ferroelectric/ferromagnetic heterostructure, charge screening of ferroelectric polar-
ization inuences charge carrier concentration in the ferromagnetic conducting layer.
Thus by switching the ferroelectric polarization, the magnetization may also be mod-
ulated due to the change in charge carrier density, providing an avenue for realizing
electrical control of magnetism.
For a clear view of the organization of this dissertation, a thesis outline is shown
below.
Chapter 1 is a general introduction to ferroelectrics.
Chapter 2 is an introduction of experimental techniques, which reviews various
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques used in this study with an emphasis on
piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM).
Chapter 3 demonstrates polarization-coupled resistive switching behavior in nano-
meter thick BaTiO3 lms by using the conductive SPM probe as top electrode. Simul-
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taneous monitoring of polarization reversal and resistive switching has been demon-
strated in these FTJs.
Chapter 4 considers the role of interfacial engineering in SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3
heterostructures in the enhancement of ferroelectric polarization retention. An addi-
tional layer of SrTiO3 inserted at the top interface of the heterostructures modies
the interfacial atomic terminations and enhances the remnant polarization.
Chapter 5 describes the use of metal electrodes for enhancement of polarization
stability in Co/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 FTJs. Strong retention of the electroresistance
eect has been achieved in these junctions. In addition, memrestive (tunable resis-
tance) switching behavior has been demonstrated in these types of heterostructures.
Chapter 6 demonstrates another approach of interface control for enhancement of
polarization stability in graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 tunnel junctions by adding
a polar molecular layer at the graphene-ferroelectric interface. This layer not only
stabilizes the ferroelectric polarization, but also signicantly enhances the tunneling
electroresistance eect.
Chapter 7 deals with mechanical switching of ferroelectric polarization in ultrathin
ferroelectrics due to the amplied exoelectric eect at the nanoscale. The strain
gradient generated by pressing the ultra-sharp atomic force microscope (AFM) tip
onto a ferroelectric lm results in a exoelectric eld higher than the coercive eld
of the lm, yielding polarization reversal by pure mechanical means. In addition,
targeted poling of nanoscale areas in graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 ferroelectric
capacitor structures is realized for the rst time.
Chapter 8 presents the work of mechanical control of resistive switching in nanome-
ter thick BaTiO3 tunnel junctions. Polarization-coupled resistive switching is realized
by mechanical control of polarization reversal due to the exoelectric eect. Addi-
tional comparison shows an enhancement of electroresistance eect for polarization
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switched mechanically compared to polarization switched electrically.
Chapter 9 presents the work of modulation of magnitization in ferromagnetic lms
upon polarization reversal in ferroelectric/ferromagnetic heterostructures. Reversal
of BaTiO3 polarization results in a large modulation of magnetization at the interface
in BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 heterostructures.
Chapter 10 summarizes the main results of this dissertation and discusses future
plans.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction to Ferroelectricity
Ferroelectric materials are characterized by a spontaneous electric polarization that
can be reversed by the application of an external electric eld|a property that is
referred to as ferroelectricity. Ferroelectric materials have already found large ar-
eas of applications in ferroelectric capacitors, piezoelectric transducers, non-volatile
random access memories, medical ultrasound imaging devices, actuators, and new
microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS), etc. During the past two decades, revolu-
tionary breakthroughs in new functionalities of ferroelectrics have been explored both
from the perspective of theory and of experiment [1]. First principles approaches now
allow accurate, quantitative predictions of material properties, and single crystalline
thin lms are now routinely available for fundamental studies of these materials. The
general eld of integrated ferroelectrics is not limited to conventional applications,
but includes new developments in ferroelectric tunnel junctions [2, 3], ferroelectric-
gated eld eect transistors [4, 5], electrocaloric cooling devices [6, 7], THz emitters
[8, 9], domain nanoelectronics [10], exible polymetric ferroelectrics [11, 12], and
photovoltaics [13, 14], etc. New functionalities, such as ferroelectricity in ultrathin
ferroelectric lms [15, 16, 17], electroresistance eect in tunnel junctions [18], domain
2wall conductivity [10], multiferroicity and magnetoelectric coupling [19], pyroelectrics,
etc. are under intensive investigation. Ferroelectrics have become one of the most
important groups of functional materials that are not only of fundamental importance
but also of practical interest for device applications.
1.1 History of Ferroelectrics
Ferroelectricity was rst discovered in 1921 by Valasek who was investigating the
dielectric properties of Rochelle salt (KNaC4H4O64H2O) [20]. One of the major step
in ferroelectricity came in 1940's when barium titanate (BaTiO3) was discovered dur-
ing World War II in the United States, Russia, and Japan, and soon found to be
ferroelectric [21, 22]. BaTiO3 became popular due to its simple perovskite structure
and sizeable spontaneous polarization (~15 C/cm2) and ultimately gained the title
of a \classical" ferroelectric. Devonshire developed a phenomenological model of fer-
roelectrics on the basis of the electromechanical, structural and thermal properties of
BaTiO3 in 1951 [23]. This approach built upon the earlier ideas of Landau which in-
voked the point group symmetry and nonlinear elasto-dielectric coupled interactions
with electrostriction and piezoelectric coecients. The resulting Landau-Devonshire
theory of ferroelectrics is, to this day, a very useful tool for understanding ferroelec-
tric properties. Since then, many other ferroelectric materials have been discovered;
the most important of which include lead titanate (PbTiO3), lead zirconate titanate
(Pb(Zr,Ti)O3), and lithium niobate (LiNbO3), which are now widely used in piezo-
electric applications, non-volatile memories and pyroelectric applications.
In recent years, with the advances in processing of high-quality thin lms, epi-
taxial ferroelectric lms have been successfully grown on various types of substrates
with variable in-plane strain mismatches for allowing tuning of ferroelectric proper-
3ties. Layer-by-layer growth has enabled realization of ferroelectric superlattices and
interface control, providing additional freedom for tuning ferroelectric properties and
functionalities. Also, with the general trend of decreasing device size, the ferroelectric
size eect has generated additional research interest and has led to new application
possibilities in nanotechnology.
1.2 Ferroelectric Properties
1.2.1 Polarization reversal and hysteresis loops
Ferroelectric polarization arises from a permanent electric dipole moment in the crys-
tal structure due to the o-centering of cations and anions, and thus only exists in
non-centrosymmetric crystal structures. The essential property of ferroelectrics is
the electrically switchable ferroelectric polarization and its hysteretic behavior as a
function of applied electric eld.
A typical ferroelectric polarization hysteresis loop (P{E hysteresis loop), where
polarization (P ) is plotted as a function of electric eld (E) is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Suppose we start with a material where there are many polarization domains which
are aligned randomly. When we start to apply an electric eld (point A), the initial
net polarization is zero. If we apply a small electric eld, such that it is not able
to switch domain alignment, then the material will behave as a normal dielectric,
P increases nearly linearly with E (path AB). As E is increased, we start to ip
domains and rapidly increase P (path BC). At even higher electric eld when all do-
mains are switched, polarization reaches saturation (path CD). Now when the electric
eld is gradually reduced, polarization remains non-zero even without electric eld
(path DE). The value of polarization at zero eld is called the remnant polarization
4Figure 1.1: Ferroelectric P{E hysteresis loop. Figure adapted from ref. [24]
(Pr), and the value of polarization extrapolated back from the saturation limit is the
spontaneous polarization (Ps). Reversal of the eld, E, will eventually remove all
polarization (path EF). The eld required to bring the polarization to zero is known
as the coercive eld (Ec). Further increase in the reverse eld will completely reverse
the polarization (path FG). Upon removal of the electric eld (zero eld), the po-
larization will acquire a  Pr value. Application of the positive eld will switch the
polarization back again. Thus a complete polarization hysteresis loop is formed.
The ferroelectric hysteresis arises from the energy needed to reverse the direction
of electric dipoles, which represent two metastable states that can exist in ferroelectric
materials, namely, polarization up and polarization down. These two states can be
used in information storage. An ideal hysteresis loop is symmetrical so that +Ec =
 Ec and +Pr =  Pr. The coercive eld, spontaneous and remanent polarization
and shape of the loop may be aected by many factors including the thickness of the
lm, the presence of charged defects, mechanical stresses, preparation conditions, and
5thermal treatment. The scaling of coercive eld with lm thickness is described by
the Kay-Dunn Law, Ec(d) / d 2=3, where d is the lm thickness [25]. This law works
pretty well for a great variety of ferroelectrics, and it has been used successfully to
describe the thickness dependence of the coercive eld in ferroelectric lms ranging
from hundreds of microns down to nanometers [26].
~
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Figure 1.2: Sawyer-Tower method for measuring polarization{electric eld (P{E)
characteristics.
The P{E hysteresis loop is the characteristic of ferroelectricity. It is usually
measured by the Sawyer-Tower method [27] as shown in Fig. 1.2, or by integration
of the transient switching current. In the Sawyer-Tower method, an AC voltage is
applied to the ferroelectric capacitor, and the switching charge due to polarization
reversal is detected by measuring a voltage drop across a large reference capacitor
placed in series with the sample. In the transient current method, switching charge
is measured by integrating the current across a loading resistor in series with the
ferroelectric sample induced by an external voltage pulse. The total current consists
of two parts: dielectric charging current and transient polarization switching current.
Integration of the meassured current gives:
Z ts
0
i(t)dt = EA+ 2PrA; (1.1)
where ts is the switching time,  the dielectric constant and A the area of electrodes.
6This type of approach can be used to study the switching dynamics of a ferroelectric
lm. A description of switching models will be presented in section 1.3.
1.2.2 Piezoelectricity and electromechanical hysteresis
Another characteristic feature of ferroelectrics is their piezoelectric behavior. Piezo-
electricity is a linear electromechanical coupling between the mechanical and the
electrical state in crystalline materials without inversion symmetry. Piezoelectric
materials exhibit both a direct piezoelectric eect, where an electrical charge is gen-
erated by an applied mechanical force, and a converse piezoelectric eect, where an
applied electric eld induces mechanical strain. Converse piezoelectric eect is the
physical basis of piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) developed for visualization
and manipulation of ferroelectric domain structures, which will be discussed in Chap-
ter 2.
For the direct piezoelectric eect, the relationship between stress and the resulting
electric polarization can be described as
Pi = dijkjk; (1.2)
where Pi is the polarization; dijk is the direct piezoelectric coecients, and ij is the
stress. For the converse piezoelectric eect, the strain (sij) developed in a piezoelectric
material is related to the applied electric eld as:
sij = d
t
ijkEk; (1.3)
where t denotes the transposed matrix. The piezoelectric coecients d for the direct
and converse piezoelectric eects are thermodynamically identical, i.e. dijk = d
t
ijk =
7dkij. The piezoelectric coecient d can be either positive or negative. It is common
to call a piezoelectric coecient measured in the direction of an applied eld the lon-
gitudinal coecient, and that measured in the direction perpendicular to the eld the
transverse coecient. Other piezoelectric coecients are known as shear coecients.
In addition to the P{E hysteresis loop, polarization switching by an electric eld
in ferroelectric materials leads to a strain{electric eld (s{E) hysteresis (Fig. 1.3)
due to the piezoelectric eect. The strain hysteresis loop is due to the converse
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Figure 1.3: Strain{electric eld s{E hysteresis loop (buttery loop) in ferroelectrics.
piezoelectric eect and polarization switching in the ferroelectric lm as a function
of electric eld. Increase of the electric eld from zero (A-B-C in Fig. 1.3) leads to
a monotonically increasing strain, followed by a monotonic decrease in strain upon
decrease of the electric eld (C-B-A-D). At point D, due to polarization reversal, the
piezoelectric coecient changes sign, so that the strain jumps from point D to E,
and then moves along E-F upon continued decrease of the eld. Increasing the eld
again, symmetrically reduces the strain (F-E-A-G) until polarization reversal at point
G, which leads to a jump to point H. Continued increase of electric eld to point C,
and then decrease (C-B-A) is monotonic due to a consistent.
8This electromechanical hysteresis loop is a reection of ferroelectric polarization
switching, which can be used for studying ferroelectric switching behavior, such as
coercive elds, imprint elds, spatial switching inhomogeneity, etc.
1.2.3 Ferroelectric phase transition
Ferroelectric materials generally undergo a transition from the ferroelectric phase to
a paraelectric phase upon changing temperature. Above a certain temperature (the
critical temperature, Tc), the ferroelectric crystal loses spontaneous polarization and
becomes paraelectric. This change in ferroelectric properties is associated with a
change in the internal order of the crystal. Phase transitions are usually described
by Landau's phenomenological theory based on symmetry principles [28]. A Lan-
dau theory of ferroelectric phase transitions was developed by Devonshire [23] and
Ginzburg [29], and is referred to as Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory. For
ferroelectrics, polarization (P ) is used as the order parameter for phase transition
analysis. There are two common types of phase transitions which are distinguished
based upon how the order parameter changes during the transition. A rst order
transition is one which has a discontinuity in the order parameter itself, while a sec-
ond order transition is one which has a discontinuity in the rst derivative of the
order parameter. Figure 1.4 illustrates the typical behavior of rst and second order
phase transitions.
In the LGD theory, the free energy can be expressed as:
G =
1
2
(T   T0)P 2 + 1
4
P 4 +
1
6
P 6; (1.4)
where P is polarization, T0 the Curie temperature, and ,  and  are the expansion
coecients. In all known ferroelectrics,  > 0 and  > 0. These coecients may
9Figure 1.4: (a, b) First-order phase transition. (a) Free energy as a function of the
polarization at T > Tc, T = Tc, and T = T0 < Tc; (b) Spontaneous polarization Pr(T )
as a function of temperature. (c, d) Second-order phase transition. (c) Free energy
as a function of the polarization at T > T0 , T = T0, and T < T0; (d) Spontaneous
polarization Pr(T ) as a function of temperature.
be obtained experimentally or from ab-initio simulations. For ferroelectrics with a
rst order phase transition  < 0, and a second order phase transition  > 0. The
minimum of free energy represents a stable phase of the system. At the minimum,
the derivative of the free energy is zero, i.e.:
@G
@P
= (T   T0)P + P 3 + P 5 = 0: (1.5)
For a second order transition ( > 0), above T0, the minimum of free energy occurs
at P = 0, which means that the system is in paraelectric phase with no spontaneous
polarization, while below T0, the free energy in Eq. 1.4 has the shape of a double well
potential with two free energy minima at P = Ps, where Ps is the spontaneous po-
larization, and the system is in the ferroelectric phase. The spontaneous polarization,
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Ps, is obtained from the solution of Eq. 1.5:
Ps =
r
1
2
[  +
p
2   4(T   T0)]: (1.6)
From Landau's phenomenological description, there is a phase transition taking place
at temperature Tc = T0, where the system goes from paraelectric phase to ferroelectric
phase when decreasing temperature from above Tc to below Tc. At T = Tc, Ps = 0,
which shows that the second order transition is continuous (Fig. 1.4(d)).
For a rst order transition ( < 0), T0 is dierent from the phase transition
temperature Tc. Below T = T0+
2=4 the free energy has two minima at P = Ps
from Eq. 1.6, and one minimum at P = 0, where G = 0. The phase transition
happens when the two minima go below zero, i.e. G = 0:
G =
1
2
(Tc   T0)P 2s +
1
4
P 4s +
1
6
P 6s = 0: (1.7)
Solving Eq. 1.7, we get the actual phase transition at
Tc = T0 +
3
16
2

: (1.8)
Above Tc, the minimum of free energy is at P = 0, where the system is in paraelectric
phase, while below Tc, the minimum of free energy goes to two minima at P = Ps,
where the system is in the ferroelectric phase. At transition temperature T = Tc, Ps =
[3=4( =)]1=2, which shows a discontinuity for rst order transition (Fig. 1.4(b)).
Near the Curie temperature T0, the elastic, dielectric, optical and thermal prop-
erties of the material behave anomalously due to the distortion in the crystal as the
phase transition occurs. The extremely high value of dielectric constant (r) in the
neighborhood of T0 is known as the dielectric anomaly. For T > T0, the behavior of
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the dielectric constant is described by the Curie-Weiss relation:
 = 0 +
C
T   T0 ; (1.9)
where C is the Curie constant. This law predicts a singularity in the dielectric con-
stant at T = T0.
1.2.4 Ferroelectric domains and domain walls
In real ferroelectrics, the dierent polarization directions are usually energetically
equivalent. When the sample is cooled down from the paraelectric phase, there are
usually small regions with dierent polarity called ferroelectric domains, and the
boundaries between adjacent domains are called domain walls. Depolarizing eld
(Ed) due to surface polarization charges is one of the main reasons for development
of domains. The depolarizing eld in a typical ferroelectric is an order of magnitude
larger than the typical coercive eld. So if the surface charges are not properly com-
pensated, the depolarizing eld will make ferroelectricity unstable. The depolarizing
eld in ferroelectrics is usually screened by surface screening charges provided by
metal electrodes or ionic species from the ambient environment.
The formation of ferroelectric domains will further minimize the electrostatic en-
ergy of depolarizing elds. Domain size is determined by the competition between
the energy of the domains and the energy of the domain walls. The energy density
of the domains is proportional to the domain size: " = Uw, where U is the volume
energy density of the domain and w is the domain width. Smaller domains, therefore,
have smaller energies, but increasing the number of domain walls is also energetically
costly. The domain walls' energy density per unit area of thin lm is " = d=w,
where  is the energy density per unit area of the wall, and d is the sample thickness.
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Adding up the energy costs of domains and domain walls, and minimizing the total
energy with respect to the domain size, leads to the famous Kittel's law describing
the square root thickness dependence of domain width [30, 31]:
w =
r

U
d: (1.10)
In reality, for domain walls with a nite thickness , the square root dependence can
be rewritten as [32]:
w2
d
= G; (1.11)
where G is a universal dimensionless constant [10].
1.3 Polarization Switching Mechanism
The polarization switching in ferroelectric materials is a multiple step process which
includes the initial domain nucleation and the following forward and lateral domain
wall motion (expansion) upon application of an external electric eld. Investigation of
polarization switching dynamics provides information for understanding the switch-
ing mechanisms in ferroelectrics. Theoretically, there are several models describing
switching dynamics in dierent switching conditions: Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi
(KAI) model and nucleation-limited switching (NLS) model.
The KAI model [33] considers ferroelectric domains, initiated from independent
nucleation centers, growing unrestrictedly under the action of the applied electric
eld. It is assumed within this model that the nucleation is deterministic and oc-
curs at predened places, i.e., nucleation is inhomogeneous. At the early stages of
switching, the appeared domains grow without overlapping, so that the volume where
the polarization is reversed can be found as the sum of those of the individual do-
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mains. However, when domain overlapping occurs, the switched volume requires an
additional mathematical treatment. The KAI model predicts that the normalized
switched polarization charge p as a function of time may be expressed as [33, 34]:
p(t)  P (t)
2Ps
= 1  e (t=ts)n ; (1.12)
where P and Ps are switched polarization and spontaneous polarization, respec-
tively; n is the dimensionality of the growth, and ts is the characteristic switching
time. In this model, ts is assumed to be only dependent on the electric eld, ts / e=E,
with  being the activation eld.
The NLS model was developed by Tagantsev in 2002 [35] and independently by
Du and Chen in 1998 [36]. It deals with a system where the switching is dominated
by nucleation, which means that the system is regarded as an ensemble of indepen-
dent microscopic regions where the switching process developed independently. The
switching kinetics deals with the distribution of nuclei instead of domain wall motion.
Since the waiting times for the rst nucleation for these dierent regions are dier-
ent, there is a distribution of local characteristic nucleation times ts, F (log ts). The
normalized time dependent switched polarization charge is therefore:
p(t) = 1 
Z 1
 1
F (log ts)e
 (t=ts)nd(log ts): (1.13)
Experimentally, the distribution function F (log ts) shows a Lorentzian distribution
[37, 38].
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1.4 Perovskite Ferroelectrics
Perovskite materials have the same type of crystal structure as calcium titanate
(CaTiO3). Perovskite structure can be expressed as ABO3, where A is one of the
cation at eight corners of the psudocubic structure, and B is a dierent cation, com-
monly a transition metal, in the cubic center with six face centered oxygen anions
forming a BO6 octahedron (Fig. 1.5). O-centering of the B cation within its oc-
Figure 1.5: Crystal structure of the perovskite ferroelectric BaTiO3. (A) High temper-
ature, paraelectric, cubic phase. (B and C) Room temperature, ferroelectric, tetrag-
onal phases, showing up and down polarization variants. The atomic displacements
are scaled to be clearly visible. Figure adapted from ref. [39].
tahedron in a metastable bonding pattern results a net electric dipole, which is re-
sponsible for ferroelectricity in perovskite structures. Most of the perovskites are
not ferroelectrics, as most of them undergo octahedral rotation distortions that sup-
press ferroelectricity. Examples of perovskite ferroelectrics include BaTiO3, PbTiO3,
Pb(ZrxTi1 x)O3, LiNbO3, BiFeO3, etc.
Barium titanate (BaTiO3) is a commonly studied prototype ferroelectric material.
It is ferroelectric below Curie temperature of 120C, with a spontaneous polarization
about 15 C/cm2 and a very high dielectric constant of a few thousands at room
temperature. At 120C BaTiO3 undergoes a rst order phase transition from para-
electric cubic structure (space group Pm3m) to ferroelectric tetragonal structure
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(space group P4mm), with spontaneous polarization along one of the [001] directions
in the pseudocubic structure. There are structural phase transitions at 5C from high
temperature tetragonal structure to low temperature orthorhombic structure (space
group Amm2) with spontaneous polarization along one of the [011] directions, and
at  90C from orthorhombic structure to low temperature rhombohedral structure
(space group R3m) with spontaneous polarization along one of the [111] directions.
Lead titanate (PbTiO3) has a similar perovskite structure as BaTiO3. It has a
second order phase transition at Curie temperature 490C, from high temperature
cubic phase to low temperature tetragonal phase.
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Figure 1.6: Phase diagram of Pb(ZrxTi1 x)O3.
Lead Zirconate Titanate (Pb(ZrxTi1 x)O3) is one of the most widely used ferro-
electric materials for piezoelectric transducers, memory devices, etc. It has a per-
ovskite structure with Zr4+ and Ti4+ ions randomly distributed in the B sites. The
variation in composition by Zr doping level x greatly changes the properties and
structures, as shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 1.6. Below the Curie temperature,
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the crystal structure varies between orthorhombic, rhombohedral, monoclinic, and
tetragonal strucures, depending on Zr doping level. The phase separation boundary
is called a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB).
1.5 Applications
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, ferroelectric materials have already
found applications in various elds due to their unique properties like dielectric, piezo-
electric, pyroelectric and electro-optic properties. Here we will briey discuss some
of the applications.
One of the most prominent applications of ferroelectrics is in data storage. Ferro-
electric random access memory (FeRAM) is a type of random access memory (RAM)
similar in construction to dynamic random access memory (DRAM), except it uti-
lizes a ferroelectric layer instead of a dielectric layer to achieve non-volatility. FeRAM
makes use of the switchable spontaneous polarization, i.e., polarization up and polar-
ization down in the unit cell which is referred to as \0" and \1", respectively. Cur-
rently, lead zirconate titanate and layer strontium bismuth tantalate are employed in
ferroelectric RAMs [40, 41]. The FeRAM cell design is based on a capacitor structure
1T1C
PL
WL
BL
2T2C
PL
WL
BL BLB
Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of 1T1C (left) and 2T2C (right) FeRAM bit cells.
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integrated with a transistor, i.e. a 1T1C or 2T2C architecture as shown in Fig. 1.7,
where BL denotes Bit Line, WL denotes Word Line, PL denotes Plate Line, BLB
denotes complementary Bit Line and FE denotes Ferroelectric capacitor. In addi-
tion to non-volatility, FeRAMs have a high writing speed, low energy consumption in
comparison to conventional RAMs.
Another application area is in sensors, actuators, and microelectro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) due to the fact that ferroelectric materials are required by symme-
try considerations to also be piezoelectric. Piezoelectric sensors convert a mechanical
pressure signal into an electrical signal that can be read by electronic devices. De-
tection of pressure variations in the form of sound is the most common sensor appli-
cation, e.g. piezoelectric microphones, and piezoelectric pickups for acoustic-electric
guitars. Piezoelectric sensors especially are used with high frequency sound in ultra-
sonic transducers for medical imaging. Piezoelectric actuators convert a voltage signal
into mechanical displacement with better-than-m precision, making piezo crystals
the most important tool for positioning objects with extreme accuracy. It is also the
basis of a number of scientic instrumental techniques with atomic resolution, the
scanning probe microscopies (SPMs) that will be discussed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Techniques
Various types of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques have been utilized for
this research for the characterization and manipulation of ferroelectric and electronic
transport properties of ferroelectric heterostructures. Here, we briey describe these
SPM techniques, which include atomic force microscopy (AFM), piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM), conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM), and electrostatic
force microscopy (EFM).
2.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy
2.1.1 Introduction
SPM are techniques which uses a very ne probe which scans over a sample surface
and measures a certain property of that surface by detecting various types of probe-
sample interactions. They have become a mainstream technique of nanoscience and
nanotechnology due to their ability to image materials at the nanometer and atomic
scales and manipulate their properties thereby opening a door to the nanoworld and
allowing deeper understanding of material functionality and interactions [1]. These
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techniques have an extremely broad range of applications in nanoscale electrical,
magnetic, optical and mechanical properties.
The rst SPM technique, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), was invented
at the IBM Research Lab in 1981 by Binnig and Rohrer [2], who share the 1986
Nobel Prize in physics for this invention. STM is based on the quantum tunneling
phenomenon. It works by scanning a very sharp metal wire tip (ultimately, reducing
to a single atom at the tip apex), over a conductive surface. Bringing the electrically
biased tip very close to the surface, typically several A, results in tunneling current
owing from the tip to sample surface. The tip-sample vacuum gap plays the role of
a potential barrier. From quantum mechanics, it is known that there is a non-zero
probability for electrons to overcome this barrier and tunnel through the vacuum gap.
The tunneling current is exponentially dependent on the barrier thickness (tip-sample
separation):
I / V s(Ef )e 2z; (2.1)
where I is the tunneling current; V the applied voltage; s(Ef ) the local density
of states (LDOS) near the Fermi level of the sample;  the wave vector related to
the energy of electrons and barrier hight, and z the tip-sample barrier distance. A
feedback loop constantly monitors the tunneling current and makes adjustments to
the tip-sample distance to maintain a constant tunneling current. These adjustments
are recorded and presented as a two-dimensional surface topographic image when the
tip scans over the sample surface.
2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy
STM became the rst instrument to generate real-space images of surfaces with atomic
resolution by precisely positioning the tip in three dimensions [3]. The main limitation
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of STM is that it is applicable only to conducting or semiconducting samples. In
1986, Binnig, Quate and Gerber invented the rst atomic force microscope (AFM)
[4]. Instead of using tunneling current for feedback control, AFM senses the tip-
sample interaction forces to determine the tip-sample separation, which can be used
for imaging both conductive and non-conductive material surfaces with nanoscale
resolution. Since then, various AFM-based techniques have been developed, with
the ability to sense and manipulate electrical, magnetic or mechanical properties of
materials.
AFM also relies on a sharp tip that is scanned over a surface. This tip is mounted
on a cantilever that can detect forces down to the pN range by monitoring the de-
ection of the cantilever, which can be done with sub-A precision. A typical set up
Position-sensitive
photodetector
Laser diode
Cantilever
Sample
x, y and z
piezoelectric scanner
PID feedback loop
control of z
Figure 2.1: Schematic of basic AFM set-up.
of an AFM system is shown in Fig. 2.1. It consists of a cantilever with a sharp tip at
its end, a scanner with a three-dimensional positioning system, a position-sensitive
photo-detector for sensing the cantilever deection, and an electrically-controlled feed-
back loop system for z positioning control.
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AFM cantilevers with a tip curvature radius of several nanometers are typically
made of silicon or silicon nitride. When the tip is brought close to a sample surface,
the tip-sample interaction forces lead to deection of the cantilever according to
Hooke's law. There are many dierent types of forces that can be measured in AFM,
depending on a specic situation: elastic forces, van der Waals forces, friction forces,
capillary forces, electrostatic forces, magnetic forces, etc. Typically the cantilever
deection is measured by reecting a laser o the back of the cantilever onto an array
of photodiodes. A feedback loop maintains a constant tip-sample force by adjusting
the z position. Traditionally, the sample is mounted on a piezoelectric tube that
can move the sample in z direction for maintaining a constant force, and the x and
y direction for scanning. Alternative congurations are also used to move the tip
instead of the sample, or to have a combination of the tip and sample motion. The
resulting map of z positioning represents the topography of the sample surface.
AFM can be operated in various modes depending on the application. The primary
modes of AFM operation are static mode and dynamic mode. In the static mode,
the tip is kept in the same vertical position with respect to the sample surface, and
is scanned across the surface of the sample to measure the contours of the surface
by maintaining a constant tip-sample separation distance. In the dynamic mode, the
tip is kept a small distance above the sample surface (also called non-contact mode)
and is externally exited to oscillate at or near its resonant frequency. The oscillation
amplitude, phase and resonance frequency are modied by tip-sample interaction
forces.
The AFM operational modes can also be classied as contact, non-contact, and
tapping modes depending on the tip-sample interaction force regimes. The tip-sample
interaction force can be classied as two separated regimes depending on the tip-
surface separation distance: repulsive regime and attractive regime, as shown in
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Figure 2.2: The repulsive and attractive force regimes as the AFM tip approaches
the sample.
Fig. 2.2. At very small tip-sample distances (a few A), there is a strong short-range
repulsive force, which originates from the overlap of the electronic orbitals. Here, the
tip is considered to be in contact with the sample surface. As the tip-sample distance
increases (tens of nm), the long-range forces such as van der Waals interactions be-
come dominant, and the tip is no longer considered to be in contact with the sample
(non-contact regime). At even larger tip-sample distance (larger than hundreds of
nm), the tip-sample interaction forces are generally too weak to be detected by the
AFM tip.
The AFM contact mode is operated in the repulsive force regime, where the force
between the tip and the surface is kept constant by maintaining a constant cantilever
deection signal during scanning. Contact mode is also an example of a static mode.
Non-contact mode is operated in the attractive regime, and is usually a dynamic
mode where the tip is oscillated near its resonant frequency with a tip-sample distance
of tens of nm, and the oscillation amplitude is typically a few angstrms to a few
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nanometers. The resonance frequency of the cantilever is a function of the force
gradient between the tip and sample surface:
!2 = !20(1 
1
k
@Fts
@d
); (2.2)
where !, !0, k, Fts and d are resonance frequency in the tip-sample force eld,
resonance frequency in free air, cantilever spring constant, tip-sample interaction
force and tip-sample distance, respectively. For small amplitude, the frequency shift
due to tip-sample interaction force is
! = !   !0 =  !0
2k
@Fts
@d
: (2.3)
Either the oscillation frequency (frequency modulation) or amplitude (amplitude
modulation) can be monitored in order to maintain a constant tip-sample distance.
In the frequency modulation mode, the tip is excited at the resonance frequency and
oscillation amplitude is kept constant. A change of resonance frequency ! due to a
change in the tip-sample distance is measured by a phase-locked loop (PLL) with very
high sensitivity, and is then used as an input signal for the feedback loop to adjust
the tip-sample separation distance. A constant ! maintains a constant tip-sample
distance. In the amplitude modulation mode, the tip is oscillated at a xed frequency
slightly above resonance frequency. The shift in resonance frequency ! leads to a
change of oscillation amplitude A at maximum slope:
Amax slope =
2QA0
3
p
3(k   @Fts=@d)
@Fts
@d
; (2.4)
where Q is the quality factor, and A0 is the oscilation amplitude in free air. The
amplitude change A is then monitored and fed into feedback loop to adjust the tip-
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sample distance. A constant oscillation amplitude maintains a constant tip-sample
distance.
The feedback response time for frequency modulation mode is much faster (~1=!0)
than amplitude modulation mode (~Q=!0). In ultra-high vacuum condition, the
cantilever quality factor Q can reach as high as 105. The feedback response for
amplitude modulation would be too slow, so that frequency modulation mode is
preferred. Single atoms can be easily imaged in vacuum using frequency modulation
mode [5].
Tapping mode is operated in the intermediate force regime, where the cantilever
can experience both attractive and repulsive force intermittently. In this mode, the
tip is oscillating at a xed frequency slightly below its resonance with a much higher
oscillation amplitude (typically 100~200 nm) than non-contact mode. When the tip is
brought close to the sample surface, the oscillation amplitude is signicantly reduced
due to the interaction of repulsive, attractive and damping forces in dierent tip-
sample interaction regimes [6]. A set oscillation amplitude (typically 50%~70% of
the free osillation amplitude) is maintained by the feedback loop to keep a constant
tip-sample distance as the tip is scanned over the sample surface. Tapping mode is
the most widely used AFM operational mode, since it is usually more accurate and
more gentle than contact mode, and thus reduces the damage done to the surface.
SPM techniques used in this research include PFM, C-AFM, EFM, which are all
based on the AFM technique. Here, we will briey discuss operation principles of
these techniques and the type of data they are capable to provide.
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2.1.3 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy
Investigation of ferroelectric domain structures is of great importance due to the po-
tential applications of ferroelectrics in next-generation devices and applications. Do-
main structures and properties in ferroelectric systems can strongly aect dielectric,
pyroelectric, and electrocaloric eects in ferroelectrics. It is critical to be able to not
only examine the ferroelectric domain microstructure, but also investigate external
eld-induced nucleation and dynamics of domains with high resolution. Piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM) is a contact mode AFM technique that allows imaging and
manipulation of ferroelectric domains. It is based on the detection of local vibra-
tions of the sample through the converse piezoelectric eect induced by a probing ac
modulation bias applied through a conductive tip.
PFM was rst used by Guthner and Dransfeld in 1992 to visualize the locally
written domains in a ferroelectric polymer lm [7]. The work by Gruverman with
co-authors in 1995-96 [8, 9] is particularly important because it demonstrated imag-
ing and manipulation of as-grown domains in inorganic thin lm and bulk crystal
(Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, BaTiO3, LiNbO3) ferroelectrics. They coined the terms `piezoresponse'
and `PFM' which has now become standard. Over the past years, PFM has become
the mainstream tool for studying the static and dynamic properties of ferroelectric
materials with the advantage of nanometer scale non-destructive imaging of ferroelec-
tric domains and the capacity to locally manipulate ferroelectric polarization [10].
2.1.3.1 Principle of PFM
PFM is based on the detection of a local electromechanical response of the ferroelectric
material through the converse piezoelectric eect: mechanical deformation is induced
by the applied electric eld. The mechanical strain due to deformation is described
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as [11]:
sj = dijEi; (2.5)
where sj is the strain, dij the converse piezoelectric coecient using matrix notation,
and Ei is the external electric eld. The piezoelectric coecients are linked to the
spontaneous polarization P in a ferroelectric material as [11]:
dij = 2"imQjmkPk; (2.6)
where "im is the dielectric constant tensor, and Qjmk is the electrostriction coecient
tensor. For a ferroelectric material with tetragonal symmetry (point group: 4mm),
non-zero piezoelectric coecients in the reduced matrix notation are:
d33 = 2"33Q33P3; (2.7a)
d31 = 2"33Q13P3; (2.7b)
d15 = 2"11Q44P3: (2.7c)
where d33 is known as the longitudinal piezoelectric coecient (along the polar axis),
d31 is transverse piezoelectric coecient (perpendicular to the applied eld), and d15
is the shear coecient.
Depending on the sign of polarization, the piezoelectric coecients can be ei-
ther positive or negative. This linear coupling between piezoelectric coecients and
spontaneous polarization can be used to detect ferroelectric domain polarity by de-
termining the sign of mechanical strain, either expansion or contraction. The vertical
deformation of the sample L can be expressed as:
L = s3L = d33V; (2.8)
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where L is the sample thickness, V is the applied external voltage across the sample,
and the  sign reects the opposite-oriented polarization direction.
Due to the small value of piezoelectric coecient (typically tens of pm/V), it is
very dicult to detect the static piezoresponse L when the tip is biased by a xed dc
voltage. An alternative way is to use an ac modulation voltage instead of a constant
dc bias. The alternating electric eld causes the sample surface to vibrate at the
modulation frequency due to piezoelectric eect, and this signal is detected and then
amplied by the lock-in amplier. This dynamic piezoresponse mode dramatically
increases the sensitivity and reduces the imaging voltage required for domain imaging.
More specically, in this approach, an ac modulation voltage is applied to the tip
V = Vac cos(!t); (2.9)
and the piezoresponse is detected at the rst harmonic component of the tip deection:
d = A1! cos(!t+ ); (2.10)
where d is the deection signal, A1! is the rst harmonic deection vibration ampli-
tude, and  is the phase shift with respect to the applied ac voltage. For c  ferro-
electric domains the polarization vector is oriented downward, application of positive
voltage results in expansion of the surface, so the piezoresponse is in phase with the
applied ac voltage, i.e.  = 0, while for opposite c+ domains with upward oriented
polarization, application of positive voltage results in contraction of the surface, so
the piezoresponse is out of phase with phase shift  = 180. These are schematically
described in Fig. 2.3. For an ideal ferroelectric system, the piezoresponse amplitude
for c  and c+ domains is equivalent, and zero at the domain boundary, while there is
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Figure 2.3: Schematics of piezoresponse: (a,b) In-phase piezoresponse on c  domain,
(c,d) out-of-phase response on the c+ domain. Figure adapted from ref. [12].
180 of phase shift across the domain wall. By determining piezoresponse amplitude
and phase at each point, a 2D map of ferroelectric polarization can be generated.
The cantilever deection signal include not only vertical deection signal but
also lateral torsion deection signal, leading to two basic PFM modes, vertical PFM
(VPFM), and lateral PFM (LPFM). The VPFM detects out-of-plane polarization
with vertical displacement Z as:
Z = d33Vac cos(!t+ ): (2.11)
The LPFM detects in-plane polarization with lateral displacement X as:
X = d15Vac cos(!t+ ): (2.12)
In both cases the phase shift  determines the polarization orientation, either pointing
into plane or out of plane for VPFM, or pointing left or right for LPFM. A combination
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of x-direction LPFM and y-direction LPFM for imaging polarization in the x and y
directions, and z-direction VPFM for polarization in the z direction result in a 3-D
reconstruction of polarization orientation, which is usually mentioned as vector PFM
[13]. Figure 2.4 shows an example of VPFM and LPFM imaging on BiFeO3 thin
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Figure 2.4: VPFM and LPFM on (001)-BiFeO3(20nm)/(La,Sr)MnO3/SrTiO3 aquired
simultaneously.
lm aquired simultaneously. Vertical domains (z direction, in-plain and out-of-plain)
and lateral domains (x direction, left and right) are distinguishable from PFM phase
images, whereas amplitude signal is minimum (virtually zero) at domain boundaries.
In a real system, the measured signal contains additional contributions from local
and distributed electrostatic forces. In general, the total response of the cantilever in
contact with a ferroelectric surface can be written as follows [14]:
A = Aem + Acap + Anl; (2.13)
where Aem is the electromechanical response, Acap is the capacitive and Coulombic
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tip{surface interaction, and Anl is the non-local cantilever capacitive coupling. It is
dicult to separate all the interactions, so that quantifying PFM signal in general
is not trivial. However, the electrostatic interaction can be minimized by using top
electrode, using short and sti cantilevers, applying zero dc bias during imaging, etc
[14].
2.1.3.2 Conventional PFM set-up
PFM is a contact mode AFM technique (Fig. 2.5). A conductive tip is used to
apply an ac bias across the sample in order to induce as oscillating deformation
of the sample through the converse piezoelectric eect. The resulting deection of
the cantilever is detected by the photodiode detector. As shown in Fig. 2.5, the
Figure 2.5: Schematics of PFM set-up. The deection signal is ltered into dc deec-
tion signal for z feedback control, and ac deection signal for piezoresponse informa-
tion.
cantilever deection signal is ltered into dc (low frequency) and ac (high frequency)
deection signal through a feedback lter. The dc deection signal is used as input
for the feedback loop to track the surface topography, while the ac deection signal
contains piezoresponse signal. The frequency of the piezoelectric oscillation is much
higher than the cut-o frequency of the feedback used for detecting static (or low
frequency) cantilever deection, so that both surface topography and ferroelectric
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domains can be imaged simultaneously with high resolution. The ac deection signal
is then analyzed by the lock-in amplier and decomposed into PFM amplitude and
phase signals. The original ac modulation signal provides reference frequency and
phase oset information for extracting PFM signal.
There are two approaches for imaging ferroelectric domains: local excitation on
ferroelectric thin lms and integral excitation on ferroelectric capacitors (Fig. 2.6).
100 nm
PFM amplitude PFM phase
Without top electrode With top electrode
Figure 2.6: Top: schematic set up of two PFM imaging approach: on a bare fer-
roelectric surface without top electrode, and through the metal top electrode. Bot-
tom: an example of domain structure visualized through 10 nm Pt top electrode on
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3(10nm)/SrRuO3/DyScO3.
In the rst approach, the tip is directly in contact with a ferroelectric surface. Local
piezoresponse is detected when applying a modulation voltage to the conductive tip.
Due to the local detection of electromechanical response, high lateral resolution can be
achieved. Also it allows for local control of nanoscale domains by applying switching
voltage pulses. However, in this approach, the electric eld applied through the tip
is highly inhomogeneous, in which case converse exoelectricity may be particularly
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important (see Chap. 7), and may give rise to an apparent piezoelectric response,
even in nonpiezoelectric materials. In addition, there are also contributions from
electrostatic eect which makes it dicult to quantify the signal. In the second
approach, modulation voltage is applied through the tip in contact with the top
electrode of a ferroelectric capacitor. In this case, the whole volume underneath
the top electrode is excited by the modulation voltage. The piezoresponse is still
detected locally by the tip which picks up local polarization information. Ferroelectric
domains can still be visualized by detecting the local piezoresponse signal at each
point. In this approach, homogeneous electric eld is generated between the top and
bottom electrodes, and electrostatic contribution can be eliminated, which helps for
quantitative characterization of local ferroelectric properties. However, the presence
of the top electrode reduces the imaging resolution. Figure 2.4 gives an example of
PFM domain imaging on bare BiFeO3 surface, while Fig. 2.6 shows an example of
PFM imaging of domain structures through a 10 nm Pt top electrode on Pb(Zr,Ti)O3
lm.
PFM has now become a standard tool for investigation of nanoscale properties
of ferroelectric materials. It also allows characterization of electromechanical and
structural properties of a wide range of piezoelectrically active materials, leading to
a better understanding of material functionality down to the nanoscale level.
2.1.3.3 Resonance-enhanced PFM
In the conventional PFM set-up, the frequency of the modulation voltage is kept
well below the cantilever's contact resonance frequency to avoid topographic cross-
talk. The modulation voltage should be kept well below the coercive voltage of
the ferroelectric lm to avoid destruction of the original domain structure. The
vertical electromechanical vibration of the surface is only tens of picometers, making
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it dicult to detect especially for those with small piezoelectric coecients or of a
small thickness.
A signicant enhancement of the piezoresponse sensitivity can be achieved by
operating the PFM at the contact resonance frequency [15]. The piezoresponse signal
at contact resonance is amplied by the quality factor Q of the tip-sample oscillation
system when using the harmonic oscillator model [16]:
A = d33VacQ: (2.14)
Typical Q values for PFM cantilevers range from tens to hundreds, which implies that
one can amplify a PFM signal by up to two orders of magnitude simply by driving
the modulation at the contact resonance frequency. On the other hand, operating at
contact resonance introduces topographic cross-talks in the PFM signal that is not
desired. A good optimization of such a situation is to operate the modulation voltage
near the resonance instead of right at the resonance frequency.
The largest problem for operating at contact resonance is that the resonance
frequency is very unstable. As the tip scans over the sample surface, the stiness of
the mechanical contact typically changes signicantly, which results in a shift of the
resonance frequency. Also, the tip can pick up some contaminants during scanning
and thus changes the eective mass, which also changes the resonance frequency.
The most commonly used resonance-tracking feedback loop, phase-locked loop (PLL),
utilizes the phase sensitive signal of a lock-in amplier to maintain the system at a
specic phase value. This technique is generally limited to the case where the phase
and amplitude of the driving force are constant, which is clearly not the case in PFM
of ferroelectrics, where the phase and amplitude signal are related to the local material
properties.
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Figure 2.7: Schematics of the dual ac resonance tracking (DART) mode set up.
Adapted from [17].
An approach to solve this problem is called dual ac resonance tracking (DART)
method [17] (Fig. 2.7). In this approach, two oscillating voltages with dierent fre-
quencies are applied to the conductive tip simultaneously, one below (f1) and one
above (f2) the contact resonance frequency f0. The resulting piezoresponse signal is
measured at frequencies f1 and f2 using two lock-in ampliers, and then decoupled
into two amplitude signal, A1 and A2, and two phase signal, 1 and 2. The dierence
in amplitudes A = A1   A2 is used as an error signal for feedback loop. Change of
resonance frequency results in change of A. The feedback keeps a constant A and
thus tracks the resonance frequency.
DART-PFM signicantly increases signal to noise ratio and stabilizes piezore-
sponse signal in PFM imaging (Fig. 2.8), making it possible to study systems with
weak piezoresponse, such as ultrathin ferroelectric lms.
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500 nm
Figure 2.8: Comparison of conventional PFM and DART PFM on BaTiO3(20nm)
/(La,Sr)MnO3/SrTiO3.
2.1.3.4 Local PFM switching spectroscopy
PFM switching spectroscopy refers to measuements of local electromechanical hys-
teresis loops in ferroelectric materials. It is realized by sweeping of a dc bias applied to
the PFM tip xed at a certain point on the sample surface and simultaneous recording
of the piezoresponse signal. The resulting hysteretic strain loop from piezoresponse
signal due to polarization switching contains information on local ferroelectric behav-
ior such as coercive voltage, imprint, etc.
Two dierent types of measurement procedures are used for PFM spectroscopy:
step mode and pulse mode, as shown in Fig. 2.9. In the step mode, step-up dc voltage
applied to induce polarization switching is superimposed on an ac modulation voltage
to record a voltage dependence of the PFM signal (bias-on hysteresis) (Fig. 2.9(a)).
Such a measurement always contains strong electrostatic interaction, and sometimes
may dominate the response signal. However, use of a top electrode screens the elec-
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Figure 2.9: Two dierent modes in PFM spectroscopy: (a) step mode and (b) pulse
mode.
trostatic charges and signicantly reduces the electrostatic force. Hence this mode is
more suitable for capacitors. In the pulsed mode, step-up dc pulses are applied to
induce switching, while ac modulation voltage is applied between the pulses (bias-o
hysteresis) (Fig. 2.9(b)). Electrostatic eects and capacitive coupling are greatly re-
duced in this mode, therefore it is more suitable for ferroelectric thin lms. Figure
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Figure 2.10: Example of a PFM hysteresis loop measured on 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm
(top: PFM phase; bottom: PFM amplitude).
2.10 shows an example of a bias-o PFM hysteresis loop measured on BaTiO3 thin
lm. It represents polarization switching which corresponds to a minimum of the
PFM amplitude and a 180 shift of the phase signal.
By measuring local PFM hysteresis loops at each point, it is possible to generate
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a 2-D map with information of coercive voltages, imprint, nucleation voltages, etc.,
which is called switching spectroscopy PFM (SSPFM) [18]. Spatial inhomogeneities
of ferroelectric polarization switching can be examined in this way.
2.1.4 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy
The AFM can also be operated in a conductive mode, which is usually referred to as
conductive AFM (C-AFM) that measures the electrical current through the sample
due to a constant dc bias. C-AFM operates in AFM contact mode, where surface
topography can be generated by the conventional contact AFM method. In addition,
a current amplier is integrated in the system with a sensitivity down to sub-pA
range. Current owing between the conductive tip and a bottom electrode through
the sample is collected when applying a voltage across the lm. Figure 2.11 shows a
schematic set up of C-AFM, where a current amplier is connected to the conductive
AFM tip for sensing minuscule currents passing through the tip.
Figure 2.11: Schematics of the C-AFM set up. There is a current amplier for sensing
current owing through the conductive AFM tip.
A current map can be generated by maintaining a constant dc bias across the
sample while scanning the sample surface. Local current-voltage (I{V ) spectroscopy
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can also be done by sweeping a dc bias while collecting current signal at a xed
position.
C-AFM is a powerful technique for studying local electrical transport behavior,
such as polarization-coupled resistive switching behavior in ferroelectric tunnel junc-
tions, domain wall conductivity in ferroelectrics. It allows current measurements in
the range of hundreds of fA to A, with a spatial resolution down to the nm scale.
2.1.5 Electrostatic Force Microscopy
Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) is a technique for imaging surface charges based
on electrostatic interaction between the tip and sample surface. The electrostatic force
is a long-range force which arises due to the interaction of separated charges on the tip
and sample surface. EFM is operated in the non-contact AFM mode, and is usually
realized by a two-pass scan mode: the rst pass scan operates in conventional non-
contact or tapping mode to obtain the surface topography prole, and the second
pass lifts up the tip with a constant tip-sample distance, typically 50 to 100 nm,
according to the topographic prole from the rst pass scan. The second pass scan
senses the long-range electrostatic force by maintaining a constant dc bias on the
conductive tip. The AFM tip is driven at a xed frequency near resonance for both
passes. Due to the attractive or repulsive electrostatic force between the biased tip
and sample surface charges, there is a shift of resonance frequency from Eq. 2.3 that
is proportional to the force gradient: ! /  @Fts=@d. An attractive force results in
a positive force gradient in the z direction, leading to a negative shift of the resonance
frequency, while a repulsive force leads to a positive shift. By detecting the resonance
frequency shift from the vibration amplitude or phase, it is possible to determine the
sign of surface charge and relative charge density.
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In ferroelectrics, EFM is used for sensing surface screening charges, which are im-
portant for stabilizing the polarization, especially in ultrathin lms. Surface injection
charges due to electrical poling are also investigated via EFM.
Additionally, the two pass scheme used in EFM is also applied to other AFM
modes for detection of dierent types of long-range forces, such as magnetic force
in magnetic force microscopy (MFM), which uses a magnetic tip to detect surface
magnetization.
2.2 Force Calibration of AFM Cantilevers
An important application of the AFM is quantitative force measurements. The me-
chanical load F applied to the sample surface through the tip is expressed by Hooke's
law:
F = kZ: (2.15)
where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, and Z is vertical displacement of the
tip. Precise calibration of the mechanical load is realized by calibrating the optical
lever sensitivity (s) of the optical beam system, and the spring constant (k) of the
cantilever. The optical lever sensitivity transfers the cantilever deection measured
by the photo detector in Volts to actual tip displacement in meters. It is realized by
measuring the slope of a force-distance curve on a hard surface in the contact mode:
s =
Z
d
; (2.16)
where d is the dc deection signal from photo detector, and Z is measured from
z-piezo displacement.
The spring constant of the cantilever is measured by the thermal noise method
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[19]. This method uses the equipartition theorem to relate the measured thermal
noise in the AFM cantilever deection signal to the spring constant in the cantilever
[19]:
1
2
khx2i = 1
2
kBT; (2.17)
where hx2i is positional thermal noise, kB Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute
temperature. The spring constant to be determined is therefore:
k =
kBT
hx2i : (2.18)
However, the cantilever cannot be treated as an ideal spring. A series of improvements
lead to the correct calibration formula [20, 21, 22]:
k = 0:8174
kBT
s2PDC
[
1  ( 3h
2L
) tan
1  (2h
L
) tan
cos]2; (2.19)
where the numerical factor 0.8174 is a result of the geometry of the cantilever; s is
the sensitivity calibration factor; PDC is the positional noise power isolated in the
fundamental resonant mode only and measured in Volts2; h is the height of the tip; L
is the cantilever length, and  is the angle of the cantilever from the horizontal.  is
usually given for a specic AFM system, typically 10 to 15. For a typical AFM tip
with small h=L ratio, the term in the brackets in Eq. 2.19 simply reduces to cos:
k = 0:8174
kBT
s2PDC
cos2 : (2.20)
The only unknown parameter PDC is obtained from a Lorentzian t to the rst reso-
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nance of the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise data:
P (!) = PDC
!2
4(!   !0)2 + ( !Q)2
; (2.21)
where P (!) is the power spectral density of the noise data recorded by the photo
detector; PDC is the dc power response used in Eq. 2.19; ! and !0 are frequency and
rst resonance frequency respectivly; Q is the quality factor. Substituting PDC into
Eq. 2.19 gives the cantilever spring constant k.
Lateral friction forces can be measured from lateral deection signal of the can-
tilever:
FL = kLsLdL; (2.22)
where FL, kL, sL and dL are lateral force, lateral torsional spring constant of the
cantilever, lateral optical sensitivity and lateral deection signal, respectively. The
lateral sping constant can be obtained from the relationship between vertical and
lateral spring constants [23]:
kL = k
W 2
T 2
; (2.23)
where k is the normal spring constant; W and T are width and thickness of the
cantilever. Also, the lateral sensitivity is obtained from the relation:
s
sL
=
3
2
h
L
; (2.24)
where h is the height of the tip, and L is the length of the cantilever. Lateral force
in Eq. 2.22 therefore becomes
FL =
2
3
W 2L
T 2h
ksdL: (2.25)
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2.3 Typical Experimental Conditions Used in
This Research
A commercial AFM system, MFP-3D from Asylum Research, was used for character-
ization of ferroelectric materials in this research. For PFM imaging, Pt or PtIr coated
silicon tips with a spring constant of about 3 N/m and a free resonance frequency
of about 75 kHz were used (NSC18 from Mikromasch and PPP-EFM, PtSi-FM from
Nanosensors) in DART-PFM mode. A contact resonance frequency of about 350 kHz
was used for these tips. PFM ac modulation voltage is typically 0.3 V to 0.5 V in
amplitude. For C-AFM measurements, durable diamond tips are preferred, such as
CDT-NCHR from Nanosensors. The mechanical load for PFM imaging is typically
between 10 nN and 100 nN, while for mechanical writing loads from several hundreds
nN up to 2000 nN were applied.
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Chapter 3
Tunneling Electroresistance Eect
in Ultrathin Ferroelectrics
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Resistive switching
Resistive random-access memory (RRAM) is one of the most actively pursued tech-
nologies for the next generation of electronic devices. RRAM is based on the abrupt
change in electrical resistance, referred to as the resistive switching phenomenon, in-
duced by the applied electric eld. This eect has been observed in many types of
transition metal oxides, from binary oxides, such as NiO, CuO, TiO2, and HfO, to
complex oxide perovskites, such as SrTiO3 and SrZrO3, to even more complex multi-
component compounds, such as some manganites LaCaMnO3 and Pr1 xLaxCaMnO3
and cuprates YBa2Cu3O7, etc., among other materials [1, 2]. Although the resistive
switching behavior is quite similar for dierent types of materials with hysteretic I{V
characteristics, the physical mechanisms behind this eect are quite diverse [2], and
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can include Schottky barriers [3], spatial inhomogeneity [4], trapping of charge carri-
ers, oxygen vacancy migration, lamentary path formation [5], Mott metal-insulator
transitions, etc.
3.1.2 Ferroelectric tunnel junctions
A new type of resistive switching mechanism based on polarization reversal in ferro-
electric tunnel junctions (FTJs) has been recently discovered, making it a promising
candidate for RRAMs. The advantages of using FTJ in RRAM devices include non-
voltility of the resistive states, high scalability, high speed and low power consumption
during read-out operation.
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a ferroelectric tunnel junction, which consists of
two electrodes separated by a nanometer-thick ferroelectric barrier layer. (Egap is
the energy gap. EF is the Fermi energy, V is the applied voltage, Vc is the coercive
voltage, t is the barrier thickness, and t is the thickness variation under an applied
eld. Figure addapted from ref. [6].
FTJs are tunnel junctions based on the quantum tunneling phenomenon. In a
tunnel junction, two metal electrodes are separated by a very thin insulating barrier
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or vacuum [7], so that electrons can still tunnel through the insulating barrier when
there is a voltage drop across the junction. A ferroelectric material can be employed as
the barrier layer with a metal-ferroelectric-metal structure. Such a device is known
as a FTJ and is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.1. An important phenomenon of
FTJs is a resistive switching behavior upon polarization reversal in the ferroelectric
barrier, which is known as the tunneling electroresistance (TER) eect.
The possible mechanisms of the TER eect are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 [6]: (a) the
electrostatic potential across the junction, (b) interface bonding strength, and/or (c)
strain associated with the piezoelectric deformation. The electrostatic eect arises
from incomplete screening of the polarization charges at the interface of FTJs [8],
which results in an asymmetric potential energy prole across the barrier in FTJs
with dierent electrodes that have dierent screening lengths. Polarization switching
results in the reversal of the depolarizing eld, which modies the tunneling potential
prole and also the tunneling probability. The interface bonding eect comes from
the restrictions of ferroelectric displacements, since the atoms at the boundary of the
ferroelectric are bonded to the electrodes. The piezoelectric eect can also change
the barrier thickness and hence aect the tunneling conductance.
Originally, the idea of the FTJ was proposed by Esaki in 1971 [9]. A crucial
requirement for FTJs is the existence of ferroelectricity in a nanometer-thick barrier
lm. However, at that time, it was believed that the critical thickness for ferroelec-
tricity, below which polarization becomes unstable, was a few tens of nanometers,
which was much larger than the thickness necessary for tunneling to take place. Re-
cent theoretical and experimental reports on stable ferroelectricity at the thickness
down to the unit cell scale opened up doors for experimental implementation of the
FTJ structures [10, 11, 12, 13].
The electrically induced resistance switching in FTJs is fundamentally dierent
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from the one observed in a number of transition metal oxides, such as titanates,
manganites, and zirconates. A common feature of these mechanisms is that they are
related to nano- or atomic scale inhomogeneities [14, 15]. In the FTJs, the resistance
switching is realized via a pure electronic mechanism, which involves ferroelectric
polarization reversal. By reversing the polarization of the ferroelectric barrier, it is
possible to change an internal electronic potential prole and hence alter the trans-
mission probability and produce the TER eect [8, 16, 17]. In this case, simultaneous
monitoring of polarization and conductance is essential to distinguish ferroelectric-
related resistive switching from non-ferroelectric eect.
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques allow the localization of an electric
eld within nanometer scale regions with simultaneous probing of polarization by
piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) and tunneling current by conducting atomic
force microscopy (C-AFM). In this chapter, by using a set of scanning probe mi-
croscopy techniques, we demonstrate the reproducible tunneling electroresistance ef-
fect on nanometer-thick epitaxial BaTiO3 single-crystalline thin lms on SrRuO3
bottom electrodes. Correlation between ferroelectric and electronic transport prop-
erties is established by direct nanoscale visualization and control of polarization and
tunneling current. The obtained results show a change in resistance by about 2 or-
ders of magnitude upon polarization reversal on a lateral scale of 20 nm at room
temperature. These results are promising for employing ferroelectric tunnel junctions
in nonvolatile memory and logic devices [18].
Results described in this chapter have been published in ref. [18].
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Figure 3.2: (a) RHEED intensity oscillation during the growth of BaTiO3 ferroelectric
layer on SrRuO3 bottom electrode and RHEED patterns before and after BaTiO3
deposition; (b) AFM image of BaTiO3 lm on SrRuO3/SrTiO3 substrate. Figure
addapted from ref. [18].
3.2 Materials and Methods
Structurally and electrically perfect epitaxial ferroelectric heterostructures with a
thickness of just several unit cells (u.c.) are a prerequisite for implementation of
FTJs. To achieve the atomically abrupt and well-dened interfaces, epitaxial BaTiO3
lms have been fabricated by atomic layer controlled growth with in situ monitoring
using high pressure reection high energy electron diraction (RHEED) [19, 20].
Here we have used BaTiO3 lms with a thickness of 6 and 12 u.c. (2.4 and 4.8 nm)
grown on atomically smooth TiO2-terminated (001)-SrTiO3 substrates with single
crystalline SrRuO3 electrodes, for probing the nanoscale ferroelectric switching and
tunneling transport behavior. Fig. 3.2(a) shows RHEED intensity oscillation and
RHEED patterns indicating a layer-by-layer growth and epitaxial structure of the
BaTiO3 lms. The AFM image of BaTiO3/SrRuO3 heterostructure in Fig. 3.2(b)
clearly indicates atomically at terraces with single unit-cell high (~4 A) steps. Cross-
sectional TEM images demonstrate that the BaTiO3 and SrRuO3 layers are fully
commensurate with the SrTiO3 substrates.
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3.3 Polarization{conductance Correlation
0.4 µm
PFM amplitude PFM phase
Figure 3.3: PFM amplitude and phase images showing domain structures of a 2 u.c.
BaTiO3 lm after poling.
Polarization stability of the ultrathin BaTiO3 lms has been conrmed by PFM.
Figure 3.3 shows PFM images on a 2 u.c. BaTiO3 lm after poling. The stable PFM
signal indicates a stable and switchable ferroelectric polarization on ultrathin BaTiO3
lms down to 2 u.c.
We investigate the polarization-dependent TER eect by monitoring and control-
ling the electric polarization and correlating local ferroelectric switching with the local
conductivity. Our approach is to employ a combination of PFM for nanoscale polar-
ization detection and C-AFM for spatially resolved local conductance measurements.
Figure 3.4(a) shows a sketch of the experiment geometry, which involves a conductive
probing tip in contact with a bare BaTiO3 surface connected to a power supply for
local piezoresponse and current measurements. Local current{voltage characteristics
were measured by positioning a conductive diamond tip at a selected point on the lm
surface and by sweeping a dc voltage. Current maps were obtained simultaneously
with the topographic data by scanning the surface with the tip held under a constant
dc bias well below the coercive voltage and measuring current at each pixel point of
the scanned area.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Sketch illustrating the geometry of experiment for PFM/C-AFM
studies of tunneling electroresistance eect in ultrathin BaTiO3 lms. (b) Local
PFM hysteresis loops measured in the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm. (c) PFM image of a
polarization pattern produced by scanning with the tip under 3.0 V. (d) Tunneling
current map acquired in the same region as in (c). Bright contrast indicating higher
current is observed in the regions with polarization oriented downward.
Figure 3.4(b) shows a local PFM spectroscopy of a 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm that
reveals a hysteretic behavior typical for polarization switching. Preliminary testing of
polarization by means of PFM shows that the as-grown BaTiO3 lms are in a single-
domain state with the upward polarization direction, which is consistent with an
upward built-in electric eld of about 106 V/cm from local spectroscopy measurement.
To demonstrate the TER eect, a bi-polar domain pattern is generated electri-
cally by scanning the lm surface with tip voltage Vtip = 3.0 V. Figure 3.4(c) shows
the resulting polarization pattern as measured by PFM, where polarization in the
small squire is electrically switched upward and in the large squire is switched down-
ward, while outside of the squires is as-grown upward polarized. Antiparallel domains
written this way demonstrate almost no relaxation a few days after switching, which
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suggests a highly stable and robust polarization.
The resistive switching behavior of the BaTiO3 lms is examined using the C-
AFM technique. A current map is obtained by scanning the polarization-patterned
area with a dc bias of 0.3 V well below the coercive voltage. Figure 3.4(d) shows the
resulting current map within the poled area where variations in contrast correspond
to dierent conductivity. The striking feature evident from the comparison of Fig. 3.4
(c) and (d) is a perfect correspondence of the spatial variations in local conductiv-
ity to the polarization domain pattern. The area with downward polarization shows
signicantly higher conductivity than the area with upward polarization with the re-
sistance ratio between the two polarization states of about 7 and 80 for the 6 u.c. and
12 u.c. BaTiO3 lms, respectively. The small dc bias used for conductance measure-
ments does not perturb the ferroelectric state, thus allowing multiple nondestructive
polarization readouts. These experimental results prove the concept of FTJ and show
the capability of information storage and readouts in ultrathin ferroelectrics.
a)( (b)Polarization Current
Poling by:
+2.0 V
+1.5 V
+1.0 V
+0.5 V
-0.5 V
-1.0 V
-2.0 V
-1.5 V
0.5 µm
Figure 3.5: Spatially resolved correlation between the onset of polarization reversal
(a) and a change in electrical conductance (b). A change in the polarization contrast
in the red block from bright to dark illustrates polarization reversal under an incre-
mentally changing tip bias. Dashed red lines indicate where the bias is changing.
The change in PFM contrast correlates with the transition from low current (dark
contrast) to high current (bright contrast).
To distinguish the ferroelectric-induced mechanism of resistive switching from
other mechanisms, we have examined correlation between the onset of polarization
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reversal and a change in electrical conductance in the same locations. The BaTiO3
surface was scanned with the tip under an incrementally increasing dc bias with simul-
taneous PFM detection of polarization. The gradual change in the contrast under a
tip bias close to the coercive voltage seen in Fig. 3.5(a) is an indication of polarization
reversal. Subsequently, the current map was acquired in the same area by C-AFM.
As seen from Fig. 3.5(b), the transition from high to low resistance states occurred
exactly at the same bias where polarization undergoes reversal from the upward to
downward direction. Resistance stays constant in the fully switched regions irrespec-
tive of what voltage is used for poling. This result is an unambiguous demonstration
of the ferroelectric nature of the resistive switching.
3.4 Tunneling Electroresistance Eect
Spatially resolved imaging of polarization and tunneling current are complemented by
local spectroscopic measurements which provide a quantitative insight into resistive
switching [21]. I{V characteristics recorded for antiparallel domains show a nonlinear
behavior typical for conductance in tunnel junctions and a drastic change in resistance
(Fig. 3.6). In the case of the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm, the resistance changes by almost
2 orders of magnitude upon polarization reversal. These remarkable results clearly
illustrate the giant TER eect in FTJs predicted earlier. High-resolution topographic
imaging of the lm surface did not show any signs of pinhole formation (which could
be an indication of dielectric breakdown). This fact, as well as reproducibility of the
I{V characteristics, strongly suggests that the electromigration eect can be ruled
out.
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Figure 3.6: I{V curves for two opposite polarization directions in the 12 u.c. thick
BaTiO3 lm measured by C-AFM. Solid lines, tting of the experimental data by
the WKB model. The inset shows schematically the potential energy proles for two
polarization orientations in the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm. I{V curves in the inset were
measured for two opposite polarizations in the 6 u.c. BaTiO3 lm. Figure addapted
from ref. [18].
3.5 Modeling of the TER Eect
It has been demonstrated theoretically [8, 17], that a change in electric polarization
direction, and hence a change in the relative Ti displacements in the BaTiO3 cell, can
aect the density of states at the electrode-barrier interfaces, as well as the interface
dipoles and complex band structure of the barrier, primarily due to changing inter-
facial atomic positions and electronic structure. In the case that the interfaces dier,
the changes on polarization reversal are also likely to dier, leading to a dependence
of tunneling current on polarization direction. To interpret our results, we assume
direct tunneling through the barrier with interfacial eects and their change with po-
larization reversal by potential steps at the interfaces that depend on the polarization
direction.
To model the observed TER eect, we employ a simple model, involving a tun-
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neling current through a trapezoidal potential barrier [22] whose prole depends on
polarization orientation. The barrier has width d and potential steps at the interfaces
of 1 and 2, so that the potential energy across the barrier in the presence of bias
voltage V varies as (x; V ) = 1+eV=2+x(2 eV  1)=d. Using the WKB approx-
imation and assuming that the applied voltage is not too large, so that eV=2 < 1;2,
and the barrier width is not too small, so that d[(2m=h2)1;2]
1=2  1, we obtain an
analytic expression for the current density:
J = C expf(V )[(2  
eV
2
)3=2   (1 + eV2 )3=2]g
2(V )[(2   eV2 )1=2   (1 + eV2 )1=2]2

sinhf3
2
(V )[(2   eV
2
)1=2   (1 + eV
2
)1=2]
eV
2
g; (3.1)
where C =  (4em)=(92h3) and (V )  [4d(2m)1=2]=[3h(1 + eV   2)].
Fig. 3.6 shows a t of the experimental I{V characteristics for the 12 u.c. BaTiO3
lm, using Eq. 3.1 and the following parameters: 1 = 0.24 eV and 2 = 1.52 eV for
polarization pointing up, 1 = 0.48 eV and 2 = 0.96 eV for polarization pointing
down, d = 4.8 nm and m = m0. In the tting, we used a scaling factor which was
assumed to be the same for two polarization orientations. The respective change in
the potential energy prole is shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 3.6. According
to these results, the reversal of polarization changes the potential energy dierence
1  2 across the BaTiO3 barrier from 1.28 to 0.48 eV. This change of 0.8 eV is due
to the change in the electrostatic potential associated with ferroelectric polarization
reversal and associated reorientation of the depolarizing eld. We note that 2   1
is higher for polarization pointing up than for polarization pointing down indicating
that \holes" dominate in the tunneling conductance. This behavior is expected if
the decay constant of the evanescent state in the tunneling barrier is increasing with
energy, which is the case for the 1 band in BaTiO3 [23].
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In the Ohmic transport regime typical for a small bias voltage, Eq. 3.1 is reduced
to
J  e
2
2h
1
2d
p
2m
h
(
1=2
2 + 
1=2
1 ) exp[ 
4
p
2m
3h

3=2
2   3=21
2   1 d]V: (3.2)
If the dierence between potential steps   2   1 is not too large compared
to the average potential   (2 + 1)=2, so that =2 < , this formula can be
approximated by
J  e
2
h
1
2d
p
2m
h
exp[ 2
p
2m
h
d]V; (3.3)
which is consistent with Simmons's formula at low bias voltage [24]. According to
Eq. 3.3, the transport properties are entirely determined by the average potential
barrier height and we can discuss the TER eect in terms of the change of  with
polarization reversal. We assume that the barrier height changes by  from  =2
(high conductance state, current density J>) to  + =2 (low conductance state,
current density J<) and dene the TER ratio by TER (J>   J<)=J<. Assuming
that  is small and J>  J<, we arrive at
TER  J>   J<
J<
 exp[
p
2m
h
p

d]: (3.4)
In the case of the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm, we nd that  = 0.80 eV and  = 0.16 eV
resulting in TER  80, which is consistent with our t and experiment.
It is noteworthy that Eq. 3.4 predicts a dramatic increase in TER with increasing
barrier thickness d. This increase is expected to be stronger than exponential due
to the dependence of  and  on d (through the polarization-induced potential
variation across the barrier), resulting in the increasing =1=2 with lm thickness.
This tendency is indeed observed experimentally. If we assume that both  and 
are constants, according to Eq. 3.4, an increase in lm thickness by a factor of 2 is
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expected to produce a TER that is a square of the value at the smaller thickness.
In our case, an increase from d = 2.4 nm to d = 4.8 nm enhances TER from 7 to
80, that is, by a factor of 2 larger than what is expected from a simple exponential
dependence.
3.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated polarization-dependent resistive switching be-
havior of ultrathin lms of BaTiO3 at room temperature, manifesting the tunneling
electroresistance eect predicted earlier. Upon polarization reversal, tunneling resis-
tance changes by almost 2 orders of magnitude on a lateral scale of about 20 nm.
Polarization retention is not aected by conductance measurements thus allowing
multiple nondestructive polarization readouts and opening a possibility for applica-
tion as noncharge based logical switches in nonvolatile memory devices.
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Chapter 4
Interface Engineering for
Polarization Retention
Enhancement in Ferroelectric
Junctions
Switchable ferroelectric polarization in ultrathin-lm heterostructures oers a promis-
ing functional basis for novel nano-electronic devices. The main challenge for the
implementation of such devices, however, is to overcome deleterious eects rendering
ferroelectricity unstable, especially interface eects that become increasingly impor-
tant as lms are made thinner. In this chapter and the following two chapters, we
have investigated three dierent approaches for enhancement of polarization stability
in ultrathin ferroelectric heterostructures: the rst approach is based on atomic level
interface engineering to modify interfacial atomic terminations; the second approach
involves a use of metal electrodes for more eective screening of polarization charges;
and the third approach is based on electrode-ferroelectric interface modication by
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introducing an additional polar molecular layer at the interface. In this chapter, we
are going to investigate the rst approach, that is, by engineering of interfacial atomic
terminations.
4.1 Introduction
Maintaining and controlling a stable and switchable electric polarization in ferroelec-
tric thin lms down to the nanometer thickness range at room temperature is essential
for exploiting the functionality of these materials for nano-electronics applications.
Ferroelectric stability in thin lms is largely determined by minimization of depolar-
izing eld energy. The depolarizing eld can be reduced by formation of screening
charges at the lm-electrode interfaces [1, 2, 3] or by forming a periodical stripe do-
main structure [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Although a free-electron charge in the metal electrodes is
believed to provide the most ecient screening stabilizing the ferroelectric state down
to nanometer dimensions [1], stable ferroelectricity has been also observed in nm-thick
lms without top electrodes [9, 10, 2, 3]. In this case, charge compensation at the
free polar surfaces can be provided by ionic adsorbates, as has also been inferred from
electrostatic force microscopy measurements [11] and rst-principles calculations [3].
The presence of two electrodes is essential for the functional control and repro-
ducibility of ferroelectric-based device characteristics. However, in some cases the
screening provided by conductive electrodes appears to be less eective than screen-
ing by adsorbates on free surfaces exposed to air [10]. For example, deposition of
the top SrRuO3 electrodes on BaTiO3 lms results in severe relaxation to zero net
polarization [8, 12]. This eect is a consequence of strong eective depolarizing elds
due to incomplete screening or reduced interface capacitance eect. In addition, the
presence of asymmetric interfaces may lead to a built-in electric eld, whose direction
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is independent of polarization orientation resulting in two non-equivalent polariza-
tion states [13]. In fact, such asymmetry may even destroy the stability of one of the
polarization states, making the system only mono-stable in zero applied eld and,
therefore, non-ferroelectric. Addressing these detrimental eects is critical both for
the fundamental understanding of the ferroelectric behavior at the nanoscale and
related device performance.
One of the approaches to stabilize and even enhance ferroelectricity in nm-thick
lms has been oered by rst-principles calculations suggesting that interface atomic
structure and chemical bonding may signicantly impact a ferroelectric state [14, 15].
In particular, interface engineering may be employed to eliminate the formation of
a non-switchable interface dipole layer that is detrimental to ferroelectricity. In this
chapter, we demonstrate an approach to stabilize that ferroelectric polarization in
nm-thick ferroelectric lms by interface engineering. We nd that in the epitaxial
BaTiO3 lms sandwiched between SrRuO3 layers the RuO2-BaO interface termina-
tion sequence, which commonly occurs during unit-cell-by-unit-cell growth, is detri-
mental to ferroelectric stability due to the presence of a pinned interface dipole. Our
experimental measurements conrm that switchable ferroelectric polarization can be
achieved by depositing a very thin layer of SrTiO3 at the top interface to eliminate the
unfavorable interface termination. These results indicate that interface engineering is
a viable approach to stabilize ferroelectric polarization in ultrathin-lm heterostruc-
tures.
Results described in this chapter have been published in ref. [16].
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4.2 Polarization Behavior in
SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 Heterostructures
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Figure 4.1: (a) A cross-section view of the SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 heterostructure.
(b) A PFM switching hysteresis loop obtained on the BaTiO3 heterostructure showing
typical ferroelectric switching behavior. (c, d) PFM amplitude (c) and phase (d)
images on the electrode when maintaining 1 V DC biases during imaging. (e, f)
PFM amplitude (e) and phase (f) images without DC bias maintained during imaging.
Here we have used epitaxial single-cystalline BaTiO3 lms of 24 u.c. with epi-
taxial SrRuO3 as top (3 nm) and bottom (30 nm) electrodes grown on (001)-SrTiO3
substrates. The top electrodes have a circular shape with a diameter of 5 m. A
schematic cross section view of the resulting SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3/SrTiO3 het-
erostructure is shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
PFM hysteresis loop obtained on the BaTiO3 heterostructure (Fig. 4.1(b)) shows
a typical ferroelectric switching behavior. However, PFM imaging shows that polar-
ization is stable only when maintaining a constant DC bias (Fig. 4.1, (c)-(f)): there
is strong PFM signal only when maintaining a 1 V DC bias (Fig. 4.1, (c) and (d)),
but no signal without DC bias maintained (Fig. 4.1, (e) and (f)), suggesting a fast
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polarization relaxation in these heterostructures.
Figure 4.2: Polarization relaxation kinetics in the SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 het-
erostructure, with or without maintaining a constant DC bias. Figure addapted
from ref. [17].
The polarization relaxation kinetics in the BaTiO3 heterostructures was obtained
through measurement of the transient current by means of the positive up negative
down (PUND) method [18, 19]. Due to the incomplete screening provided by the
top SrRuO3 electrode, polarization relaxation takes place within a very short time
period (Fig. 4.2). As shown in Fig. 4.2, majority of the polarization decays away
within micro-seconds when no DC bias is maintained. However, the depolarizing
eld can be compensated by maintaining an external DC bias through the electrodes,
in which case a 0.4 V DC bias prevents from polarization relaxation and gives a stable
polarization state. The depolarizing eld, Ed, can be measured by changing the dc
bias oset until relaxation is fully suppressed, which gives about 61550 kV/cm
(0.590.05 V) in the BaTiO3 heterostructures.
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4.3 Interface Engineering in
SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 Heterostructures
When BaTiO3 is deposited in the [001] direction by pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
it grows unit-cell-by-unit-cell. This results in a stoichiometric lm with dierent
atomic terminations on the two sides, i.e. one surface/interface will be BaO termi-
nated while the other will be TiO2 terminated. Therefore, since the usual AO-BO2
stacking sequence is preserved at the interfaces in a heterostructure with SrRuO3
electrodes, the bottom interface has the TiO2-SrO termination sequence and the top
interface has the RuO2-BaO termination sequence. First-principle calculations in the
SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 heterostructure show that the RuO2-BaO interface termi-
nation is detrimental to the polarization stability due to the presence of a pinned
interface dipole. However, the detrimental eect of the RuO2-BaO termination can
be alleviated by replacing two BaTiO3 unit cells at the top interface with SrTiO3. This
will make the interface termination sequence with the top electrode SrO-TiO2 just as
it is with the bottom interface. Calculations in such an engineered heterostructure
reveal that both polarization states are stable [16, 20].
To verify the theoretical predictions we have grown several epitaxial BaTiO3-based
heterostructures with engineered interfaces (Fig. 4.3) and studied their switching
behavior. Single-crystalline BaTiO3 lms (with a thickness of 24 unit cells) have
been fabricated by pulsed laser deposition using atomically-controlled layer-by-layer
growth on atomically smooth (001)-SrTiO3 substrates with single-crystalline top and
bottom SrRuO3 electrodes [21, 22]. Control of epitaxial growth of the BaTiO3 lms
has been ensured by in situ monitoring of RHEED intensity oscillations and RHEED
patterns.
As has been proposed by the rst-principle modeling, interface engineering has
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagrams of the reference SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 het-
erostructure (no-STO) and heterostructures with engineered top interface (top-STO),
bottom interface (bottom-STO), and both interfaces (both-STO). Thickness of the
BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 layers is 24 u.c. and 2 u.c., respectively.
been realized by introducing a SrTiO3 layer with the thickness of 2 unit cells between
the BaTiO3 and SrRuO3 layers (Fig. 4.3). The SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3, referred to
as the reference, or no-STO heterostructure, and the corresponding heterostructures
with engineered top, bottom and both interfaces are referred to as top-STO, bottom-
STO and both-STO, respectively.
The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images revealed that
the BaTiO3 and SrRuO3 layers being fully commensurate with the SrTiO3 substrate
and showed well-dened interfaces (Fig. 4.4, (a) and (b)). The intensity prole of
the top interface in the SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 (no-STO) heterostructure reveals
a mixture of RuO2-BaO and TiO2-SrO terminations (Fig. 4.4(c)), while the bottom
ferroelectric-electrode interface shows only TiO2-SrO termination (Fig. 4.4(e)). In-
troduction of the SrTiO3 layer at the top interface changes its termination to the
TiO2-BaO type (Fig. 4.4(d)), while the SrTiO3 layer at the bottom interface leaves
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Figure 4.4: (a, b) STEM image of the no-STO (a) and both-STO (b) heterostructure.
(c) The intensity proles of the top interface of the no-STO heterostructure indicat-
ing a mixture of RuO2-BaO and TiO2-SrO terminations. (d) The intensity proles
showing the TiO2-BaO termination at the top interface of the both-STO heterostruc-
ture. (e) The intensity proles of the bottom interface of the no-STO heterostructure
indicating termination of the TiO2-SrO type. (f) The intensity proles indicating
the TiO2-SrO termination at the bottom interface of the both-STO heterostructure.
Figure addapted from ref. [16].
the TiO2-SrO type termination intact (Fig. 4.4(f)).
Ferroelectric properties have been characterized using polarization hysteresis and
scanning probe microscopy (SPM) measurements. The conventional hysteresis loops
of all the heterostructures (Fig. 4.5(a) and (b)) show almost a paraelectric-type be-
havior with the remanent polarization well below 10 C/cm2 and a loop width of
about 50 mV. To alleviate a strong nonlinear dielectric contribution eect and enable
a more accurate measurement of such a low polarization value we applied a pulsed
testing method [23]. In the no-STO heterostructure, the remanent polarization 2Pr,
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Figure 4.5: (a, b) Conventional and (c, d) remanent P{V hysteresis loops measured
by pulsed testing in no-STO, top-STO, bottom-STO and both-STO heterostructures.
The loops in (a) and (b) exhibit a width of 50 mV and low remanent polarization
indicating an unstable polarization state. Note an almost 200% increase in the re-
manent polarization for the top-STO and both-STO samples in comparison with the
no-STO and bottom-STO samples.
dened from the dierence between the switched P  and nonswitched P^ polarization
signals, shown in Fig. 4.5(c), is about 0.5 C/cm2. (For comparison, the 2Pr value of
100 C/cm2 was reported for 200-nm-thick BaTiO3 lm on GdScO3 substrate with
SrRuO3 top and bottom electrodes [21]). Changing the termination type at the top
interface from RuO2-BaO to TiO2-BaO (top-STO) increases the remanent polariza-
tion by almost a factor of 3 to about 1.6 C/cm2, which is consistent with the changes
predicted by the rst-principle modeling. On the other hand, the remanent polariza-
tion value detected in the bottom-STO heterostructure (Fig. 4.5(d)) is very similar
to that in the reference one (no-STO). This similarity can be expected as the in this
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case the interface terminations are identical for both structures. Introduction of the
SrTiO3 layer at both top and bottom interfaces (both-STO) produces the same eect
as modication of only the top interface (Fig. 4.5(d)). This nding conrms that
the main mechanism behind the polarization retention enhancement is the change in
termination structure at the top interface.
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Figure 4.6: (a) PFM hysteresis loops for no-STO, top-STO, bottom-STO and both-
STO heterostructures after application of +5 V poling pulses. (b) PFM hysteresis
loops after application of 5 V poling pulses. The rst quarters of the cycles are shown
in red with arrows indicating the direction of voltage change. A dierence in the initial
(at zero bias) PFM amplitude illustrates a dierence in remanent polarization values
for dierent heterostructures.
While polarization hysteresis loop data are related to the net polarization, PFM
provides information on the local (nanoscale) ferroelectric polarization. For the
tetragonal (001)-oriented ferroelectrics as the BaTiO3 lms used in our study, the
PFM amplitude signal is determined by the d33 piezoelectric coecient which is
proportional to the normal component of the local polarization: d33  ee0P [24].
Ramping the poling dc voltage and monitoring the accompanying change in the PFM
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amplitude signal allows testing the switching behavior at the spatial range deter-
mined by the tip-sample contact area (which is on the order of 10 nm in diameter).
Local PFM switching measurements reveal a typical hysteretic polarization behavior
for all the heterostructures (Fig. 4.6). In Fig. 4.6(a), before the measurements, the
samples were poled by application of voltage pulses of +5 V, which is well above the
threshold voltage. In PFM testing, the parameter directly related to the remanent
polarization value is the initial piezoresponse amplitude signal at 0 V. It can be seen
that for the no-STO and bottom-STO samples, the initial PFM amplitude and thus
the local remanent polarization values are close to zero, which is consistent with zero
net polarization revealed by P{V hysteresis measurements. On the other hand, the
top-STO and both-STO samples exhibits a much higher initial PFM amplitude signal
illustrating an enhanced remanent polarization in the sample with the engineered top
interface. This eect was also observed when samples were poled by the opposite
voltage(Fig. 4.6(b)).
To obtain a nanoscopic insight into the domain structure associated with the ob-
served retention behavior, we employed a PFM imaging approach. Given that the
BaTiO3 lms used in the present study are fully coherent with the SrTiO3 substrates,
which impose compressive stress, it is expected that the lms would be in the polar
state and only 180 domains would be present. It is also expected that to minimize
the depolarizing energy, the system could break up into a system of 180 periodic
antiparallel domains of equal volume fraction thus bringing the net polarization to
zero. However, PFM imaging of the reference SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 structure,
which should be able to reveal domains as small as 10 nm in size [25], did not show
any signature of the domain structure neither in the as-grown heterostructures nor
after poling. This failure to observe domains by PFM can be explained if one re-
calls that the direct experimental measurements of ultrathin BaTiO3 lms by Raman
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spectroscopy yielded a domain period value of 6.3 nm [26], which is below the PFM
spatial resolution limit.
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Figure 4.7: EFM images of the no-STO, top-STO, bottom-STO and both-STO het-
erostructures after poling by 4 V pulses. Contrast inversion upon the change of the
pulse polarity is attributed to the change of screening charge on the electrodes and
indicates a presence of a switchable polarization with two stable states.
Nevertheless, the SPM approach still can oer additional support to the proposed
mechanism of polarization retention enhancement. We have undertaken Electrostatic
Force Microscopy (EFM) studies of the BaTiO3 heterostructures subjected to poling
by positive and negative voltage pulses. Note that EFM is sensitive to the presence
of the surface charge and, as such, can address the issue of polarization stability
by detecting the screening charge retained on the electrodes after poling. The EFM
images of the reference sample and samples with engineered heterostructures after 4
V poling are shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that while poling of the reference no-
STO sample by negative or positive pulses does not lead to any contrast change, the
same poling procedure performed on the top-STO sample results in the appearance
of strong reversible EFM contrast suggesting induction of the screening charge in
the electrode. For the experimental conditions used in these measurements, dark
EFM contrast corresponds to the positive charge signal (respectively, bright contrast
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indicates negative charges). Based on this observation of the reversible EFM signal
and its correlation with the sign of the poling voltage it can be conrmed that the
resulting EFM contrast is indeed due to the screening charge on the electrodes and
thus indicates a presence of stable polarization in the top-STO sample after poling.
Additional tests show no sign of the EFM signal decay over the period of several
hours has been detected suggesting high stability of the polarization states. Similarly,
contrast inversion has been observed in the both-STO sample where both interfaces
have been engineered. On the other hand, there is no change in the EFM signal
after poling of the bottom-STO sample indicating zero net polarization. This eect
is consistent with experimental results above showing that it is engineering of the top
interface only that brings about polarization retention enhancement.
As a nal note, it should be mentioned that the theoretically predicted eect of
the interface engineering on polarization enhancement is only in qualitative agreement
with the experiment. Interface engineering, while enhancing the remanent polariza-
tion by a factor of 3, did not lead to full recovery of polarization to its bulk value. This
result illustrates a signicant role of other eects and parameters in minimizing the
depolarizing energy, such as polarization electronic screening and possible defect for-
mation at the interfaces. In addition, stability enhancement by interface engineering
in the rst-principle calculations is based on eliminating an ideal uniform RuO2-BaO
termination at the top interface, whereas our experimental STEM data shows that the
top interface of our SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 sample exhibits a mixture of dierent
interface terminations.
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4.4 Conclusion
It has been suggested that signicant retention enhancement can be achieved by de-
positing a very thin layer of SrTiO3 at the interface to eliminate the unfavorable
RuO2-BaO interface termination, predicted by the rst-principle calculations. Va-
lidity of the proposed approach to polarization stabilization has been conrmed by
experimental measurements of polarization retention behavior in a set of model het-
erostructures with atomically engineered interfaces. The obtained results indicate
that interface engineering is a viable approach to enhancement polarization retention
in ultrathin ferroelectric heterostructures.
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Chapter 5
Metal Electrodes for Polarization
Retention Enhancement in
Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions
5.1 Introduction
Polarization stability of ultrathin ferroelectric barriers with top electrodes becomes
a serious issue due to large depolarizing eld. It has been shown that polarization
screening by metal oxide electrodes is less eective than by elemental metals [1], lead-
ing to progressive loss of polarization retention and thus a relaxation of the TER eect.
In this chapter, we employed metal electrodes to achieve stable polarization and resis-
tance states in the FTJs. it was found that the tunneling resistance of the FTJ could
be continuously tuned by varying the writing voltage amplitude and duration thereby
achieving the OFF/ON resistance ratio of up to 105 % at room temperature. The
FTJ devices with tunable resistance states, referred to as ferroelectric tunnel mem-
ristors (FTMs), can be considered as a new paradigm for non-volatile memories and
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adaptive electronic circuit elements. Employing of memristors can radically enhance
the computational power and energy eciency of electronic systems.
Results described in this chapter have been published in ref. [2].
5.2 Polarization Reversal and Resistive Switching
in Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions with Metal
Electrodes
Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic cross-section of the junction. (b) PFM hysteresis loops
measured through the junction with the 4-u.c.-thick BaTiO3 barrier. Figure addapted
from ref. [2].
Resistive switching measurements have been carried out on the BaTiO3-based
tunnel junctions with Co as top electrode and La2=3Sr1=3MnO3 as bottom electrode,
as schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. Epitaxial single-crystalline BaTiO3 lms of 4
to 7 u.c. have been grown with layer-by-layer control on (110)-NdGaO3 substrate
sandwiched with La2=3Sr1=3MnO3 as bottom electrode. The top Co electrodes (10 nm)
of 5 m in diameter have been fabricated ex-situ by lift-o and sputtering followed by
photolithographic patterning through image reversal lithography. Co is then covered
by Au (10 nm) to prevent from oxidation. PFM switching spectroscopy obtained
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through the junction shows typical ferroelectric switching behavior, demonstrating
ferroelectricity in these junctions (Fig. 5.1(d)).
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Figure 5.2: The tunneling electroresistance eect in the Co/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3
tunnel junctions. (a) I{V curves for polarization up (OFF) and polarization down
(ON) states in the 6 u.c. BaTiO3 junction. (b) The TER or resistance ratio for the
ON and OFF states shows a high value over 103 %.
The Co/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 junctions show a clear resistive switching behavior
upon reversal of BaTiO3 polarization by application of voltage pulses. I{V charac-
teristics measured on the junction for polarization up (black) and polarization down
(red) states in the 6 u.c. BaTiO3 junctions (Fig. 5.2(a)) show dierent tunneling resis-
tances: The downward polarization state shows much higher conductivity (ON state)
than the upward polarization state (OFF state), giving a tunneling electroresistance
eect higher than 103 % (Fig. 5.2(b)).
The junctions with the Co electrodes fabricated at a high oxygen base pressure
(HBP) of 10 4 Torr exhibit fast decay and instability of resistive switching (Fig. 5.3,
(a) and (c)). The I{V curves measured with a certain delay (0.1s to 100 s) after
application of the poling bias show strong dependence of the delay time, especially
for the ON state, which relaxes to the OFF state after 100 s. The TER relaxes as a
power law: ROFF=RON  t , where  is a tting parameter. This relaxation of the
resistance states indicates that polarization is not stable after application of voltage
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Figure 5.3: (a, b) Temporal evolution of the I{V curves measured in the 6-u.c.-thick
BaTiO3 junctions with the top Co electrode fabricated under (a) high base pressure
and (b) low base pressure. Writing pulse voltage was xed at 6 V. (c) ROFF=RON
resistance ratio, calculated from (a) and (b). The solid lines represent power-law
tting of the time-dependent behavior. (d) Dierential resistance for OFF and ON
states and their ratio, ROFF=RON, as a function of the BaTiO3 barrier thickness in
the LBP-processed junctions. Writing pulse was at 8 V, 1 ms. Figure addapted
from ref. [2].
pulses.
The measured TER eect shows much stronger retention for those with Co elec-
trodes processed at a low base pressure (LBP) of 10 6 Torr, the junctions exhibit a
much more stable resistive switching eect with neither ON nor OFF states showing
any noticeable sign of relaxation (Fig. 5.3(b)). Fig. 5.3(c) shows a comparison of
resistance retention behavior for Co deposition with high and low oxygen pressure.
The fact that the TER eect is very sensitive to the Co processing condition
indicates the importance of metal-ferroelectric interface in stabilizing the ferroelectric
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polarization in the ultrathin ferroelectric layer. Here, in our case, high O2 pressure
may lead to oxidation of Co, resulting an additional cobalt oxide layer at the interface
and thus reduces the screening eect.
In the LBP-processed junctions, Fig. 5.3(d) indicates that the resistance for ON
and OFF states increases exponentially with BaTiO3 thickness, however, the resis-
tance ratio ROFF=RON remains nearly constant for BaTiO3 thickness ranging from 4
to 7 u.c. This observation is in striking contrast to the behavior previously reported
for FTJs where ROFF=RON increased exponentially with ferroelectric barrier thick-
ness [3], consistent with theoretical predictions for the TER eect [4]. Note that the
change in resistance due to switching between OFF and ON states is much larger than
the respective change in resistance with the BaTiO3 thickness. This fact suggests that
the properties of the interface, rather than bulk properties of the ferroelectric barrier,
are responsible for the observed resistive switching behavior.
5.3 Tunable Resistance|Memristive Behavior in
Ferroelectric Tunnel Junctions
Furthermore, the ROFF=RON resistance ratio can be tuned continuously by several
orders of magnitude by varying the writing voltage amplitude and duration. Figure
5.4(a) shows a set of the I{V curves measured on the 4 u.c. BaTiO3 junctions af-
ter poling by voltage pulses of various amplitudes, where the tunneling conductance
changes as a function of the writing pulse voltages. The continuously tunable resis-
tance states are depicted in Fig. 5.4(b). Starting at 0 V where the junction is in
the ON state (low resistance state), application of positive voltage pulses above the
coercive voltage of 2 V gradually increases the resistance and sets the junction to
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Figure 5.4: (a) I{V curves measured in the 4-u.c.-thick BaTiO3 junctions after appli-
cation of the writing pulses with amplitudes varying in the range from 3 to 7 V (pulse
width xed at 1 ms). (b) ROFF=RON as a function of the writing pulse amplitude
from (a). The lines are the guides for eyes. (c) The retention behavior of ROFF=RON
as a function of delay time between the write pulse and the I{V measurement from
0.1 s to 100 s. (d) The ROFF=RON ratio as a function of writing pulse duration (pulse
amplitude xed at 6 V). The solid line is a t to the power-law. Figure addapted
from ref. [2].
the OFF state (high resistance state). The ROFF=RON resistance ratio continuously
increases and reaches 105 % at the writing bias of 8 V. Reversing of the voltage pulses
results to a continuously decrease of the resistance and nally sets to the ON states
again, forming a resistance hysteresis of the junction. In each state the resistance is
stable at least for as long as 100 s (Fig. 5.4(c)). In the meanwhile, the resistance ratio
is tunable and varies with the writing pulse duration (Fig. 5.4(d)). A longer positive
(or negative) pulse sets the junction in a higher (or lower) resistance state.
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The tunable and nonvolatile nature of electrical resistance of the FTJ allows us to
treat it as a memristor. The resistance state of the memristor is determined by the
history of the applied voltage so that can be modulated electrically in an analogous
manner [5, 6]. This property distinguishes resistive switching in the ferroelectric
tunnel memristor (FTM) from the TER eect in FTJs, which is realized in the form
of two nonvolatile resistance states with xed resistance values [7].
5.4 Interfacial Layer Model of Tunable Resistance
Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the energy barrier diagrams for the OFF and
ON states as a function on the external electric eld Eext. The gray layer between
the Co and BTO layers is the passive dielectric layer of CoOx. Figure addapted from
ref. [2].
The voltage dependence of ROFF=RON, which at the same time is independent of
the thickness of the BaTiO3 barrier, implies a mechanism dierent from the mecha-
nism of the TER eect in FTJs. Given that the resistive switching is very sensitive
to the processing conditions of the top electrode, we suggest that charge migration
and accumulation at the Co/BaTiO3 interface facilitated by its defect structure play
an important role in the observed eect [8, 9]. Note that Co tends to oxidize, which
may lead to the formation of the passive dielectric layer with an increased density
of oxygen vacancies at the top BaTiO3 interface in the LBP-processed FTJs. It is
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suggested that the barrier height associated with this layer is higher in comparison
with the barrier of BaTiO3 and provides signicant contribution to the resistance
behavior. Under a positive bias applied to the top electrode, oxygen vacancies ac-
cumulate at the CoOx/BaTiO3 interface, eectively reducing the barrier height and
decreasing the resistance of the ON state (Fig. 5.5). Decrease in resistance with the
writing pulse amplitude and duration is consistent with this mechanism. Enhanced
retention of the resistive switching in the LBP-processed FTJs can be explained by
more eective domain pinning by interface defects. A negative bias induces a dissi-
pation of accumulated charges at the interface and/or a reduction of Co oxide at the
interface, switching the heterostructure into the high-resistance state.
5.5 Role of Ferroelectric Polarization in
Memristive Behavior
Figure 5.6: The ROFF=RON ratio measured in the 4-u.c.-BaTiO3 and 4-u.c.-SrTiO3
junctions as a function of the 1 ms writing pulse amplitude. Figure addapted from
ref. [2].
While the tunable resistive switching is determined mainly by the interface, the
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ferroelectric layer still plays an important role in the resistive behavior of FTM as an
electrically switchable barrier for the tunneling current. This is evident from the fact
that substituting the BaTiO3 layer with the SrTiO3 layer of the same thickness results
in almost complete annihilation of the resistive switching eect (Fig. 5.6). Also, an
onset of the resistive switching at 2 V (Fig. 5.4(b)) coincides with the coercive eld
of the BaTiO3 lm (Fig. 5.1(d)), which suggests that polarization in BaTiO3 aects
the charge accumulation at the interface and determines the hysteretic nature of
the resistive switching eect. Specically, the negative bound polarization charges
at Co/BaTiO3 interface facilitate accumulation of oxygen vacancies resulting in the
reduced energy barrier of the interface and lowering the resistance of the ON state as
shown in Fig. 5.5.
5.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have stablized the polarization states and achieved strong retention
of the resistance states by employing Co as top electrodes in ultrathin BaTiO3 tun-
nel junctions. In addition, we have demonstrated a ferroelectric tunnel memristor,
which exhibits tunable, nonvolatile, hysteretic resistance switching behavior with the
OFF/ON resistance ratio reaching 105 %. Tunable resistive switching is attributed to
the eld-induced charge redistribution at the ferroelectric{electrode interface result-
ing in the modulation of the interface barrier height. A large value of the observed
eect, its long-time retention, and the robustness of the resistance state against the
read-out process make the ferroelectric tunnel memristor a promising device concept
for next-generation of nonvolatile memories and logic neuromorphic circuits.
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Chapter 6
Use of Interfacial Polar Layer for
Polarization Retention
Enhancement in Ferroelectric
Tunnel Junctions
6.1 Introduction
It has been shown in Chapter 3 that polarization is switchable and stable in ultrathin
BaTiO3 lms without top electrode, which indicates that screening is eective by polar
adsorbates on free surfaces exposed to air, while there is always a problem of eective
screening of the depolarizing eld when top electrode is present. It is reasonable to
think that by adding an additional polar molecular layer at the electrode-ferroelectric
interface in a real FTJ structure with top and bottom electrodes, it may help to
enhance the screening eect and thus enhance the polarization retention.
On the other hand, resistive switching behavior of FTJs to a large extent is gov-
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erned by the electric potential across the ferroelectric layer [1]. Parameters of the
potential barrier are highly sensitive to the electrical boundary conditions, which
opens a possibility to control tunneling resistance by engineering the interfaces of the
FTJs. It has been also found that the lm-electrode interface properties play critical
role in the tunneling electroresistance (TER) eect resulting in tunable resistivity and
aecting polarization retention [2, 3]. Ionic displacement and orbital hybridization at
the interfaces, non-stoichiometry and charge defects aect the boundary conditions,
which determine the potential barrier prole. Most recently it has been demonstrated
that signicant enhancement of the electroresistance eect can be achieved by using
a semiconducting material as one of the FTJs electrodes [4]. TER enhancement is
a result of switching between accumulation and depletion of the majority carriers at
the semiconductor interface due to a ferroelectric eld eect. Another method makes
use of the ferroelectrically induced metal-insulator transition in the interfacial oxide
layer, which leads to signicant changes in the potential barrier thereby pushing the
TER ratio even higher [5]. These observations show that the interface engineering
could be a very ecient approach to amplify the resistive switching eect of FTJs.
In this chapter, we demonstrate a signicant enhancement of polarization retention
in FTJ realized by introducing a polar molecular layer at the electrode-ferroelectric
interface. We also show, that this approach results in almost two orders of magnitude
enhancement of the TER eect (3105 %). The obtained results provide a general
approach for interface-facilitated enhancement of TER, which can be adapted for use
in the FTJ devices.
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6.2 Materials and Methods
To utilize this approach for enhancement of polarization retention and TER control,
we explore the polarization switching and resistive switching of the BaTiO3-based
tunnel junctions with graphene and La0:67Sr0:33MnO3 as top and bottom electrodes,
respectively, in the graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3/SrTiO3 tunnel junctions. Epi-
taxial single-crystalline BaTiO3 lms with the thickness of 6 unit cells (u.c.) have been
fabricated by pulsed layer deposition on atomically smooth (001) SrTiO3 substrates
[6].
Graphene lms were grown by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and graphene
patches with a size of 1030 m2 based on a CVD graphene was prepared by electron
beam lithography (EBL). Control of the graphene-ferroelectric interface properties
has been enabled by introducing an additional molecular layer formed during the
transfer of graphene to the ferroelectric surface in dierent solvents. Specically,
we have studied the polarization stability and resistive switching in FTJs, which
incorporate H2O and NH3 layers at the graphene/BaTiO3 interfaces. From here on,
we denote samples with graphene electrodes transferred in ammonia as Gr/NH3/BTO
and samples with graphene transferred in water as Gr/H2O/BTO.
6.3 Enhancement of Polarization Retention by a
Polar Interfacial Layer
First, we tested the reliability of electrical control of polarization in the FTJ utilizing
graphene as a top electrode by performing PFM imaging of the polarization states
on the 1030 m2 graphene patches (Fig. 6.1(a)) before and after voltage pulse
application. Figure 6.1(b) shows the topographic image of the edge of the graphene
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Figure 6.1: PFM testing of the Gr/NH3/BTO junction. (a) An optical image of the
1030 m2 graphene patch. (b) Topographic image of the edge of the graphene patch
(on the right) along with the segment of the bare BaTiO3 surface (on the left). (c-h)
PFM amplitude (c,e,g) and phase (d,f,h) images of the Gr/NH3/BTO junction after
application of 4V (c,d),  4 V (e,f) and 2 V (g,h) pulses, showing changes of the
domain structures under graphene.
patch (on the right) along with the segment of the bare BaTiO3 surface (on the left)
of the Gr/NH3/BTO junction. PFM testing of the FTJs shows that as-grown BaTiO3
lms are in a single-domain state with polarization oriented downward (toward the
bottom interface). Polarization states resulting from application of the voltage pulses
by the PFM tips in contact with the graphene patch are shown in Fig. 6.1, (c)-
(h). It can be clearly seen that polarization can be switched either completely or in
small fractions depending on the pulse amplitude (or duration) indicating an ecient
polarization control with external voltage. Note that polarization state of the exposed
BaTiO3 lm remains unchanged.
Polarization switching in the FTJs has been also conrmed by PFM hysteresis
loop measurements. Figure 6.2 compares PFM switching hysteresis loops obtained on
bare BaTiO3 surface (a) and through graphene (b). In both cases, the hysteresis loops
shows typical ferroelectric polarization switching. It can be seen that the FTJ devices
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Figure 6.2: PFM switching hysteresis loops measured (a) on bare BaTiO3 and (b)
through graphene on graphene/NH3/BaTiO3. Both cases show typical ferroelectric
polarization switching hysteresis.
are characterized by more asymmetric loops in comparison with the bare BaTiO3 lm.
While this can be a consequence of an asymmetric band structure due to the dielectric
layer inserted at the FTJs top interface, we maintain that the main reason for this
eect is higher conductivity of the FTJs with downward polarization, which results
in strong leakage and high energy loss when switching from the downward to the
upward polarization state.
As for polarization retention, it has been found that introduction of the NH3 layer
results in much more stable polarization (with retention time of at least several days
for both polarization states), while only one polarization state (downward) is stable
in the Gr/H2O/BTO junctions. Figure 6.3 illustrates a dierence in polarization
retention between Gr/H2O/BTO (a) and Gr/NH3/BTO (b) junctions. In the case
of a H2O interfacial layer, the PFM signal quickly decays to zero within seconds
after pulse application, indicating an unstable polarization state, while there is stable
remnant PFM amplitude signal corresponding to the downward polarization state.
In fact, it is not possible to unambiguously conclude whether polarization reversal
can be realized in the Gr/H2O/BTO junctions at all. In the case of a NH3 interfacial
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of polarization retention behavior in the Gr/NH3/BTO
and Gr/H2O/BTO junctions. Time dependenc of the PFM amplitude in (a)
Gr/H2O/BTO and (b) Gr/NH3/BTO junctions for opposite polarization states. Only
downward polarization is stable in the Gr/H2O/BTO junctions while upward polar-
ization decays within seconds after application of the switching voltage pulse. In the
Gr/NH3/BTO junctions both polarization states are stable after voltage pulses on
graphene for graphene/NH3/BTO.
layer, both of polarization up and down states shows strong retention, indicating an
enhancement of polarization stability by introducing an interfacial NH3 layer.
6.4 Eect of the Polar Layer on Tunneling
Electroresistance
Next, we have characterized the resistive switching behavior by measuring the current-
voltage (I{V ) characteristics of the FTJs as a function of their polarization state using
the conductive AFM (C-AFM) approach. Given its superior retention properties, we
have focused on the Gr/NH3/BTO junctions. Figure 6.4(a) shows the I{V curves
measured after complete switching of the BaTiO3 polarization either up or down by
applying the 4 V voltage pulses. It can be seen that there is a giant resistance
change upon polarization reversal: the OFF/ON ratio ROFF=RON reaches a level of
more than 3500 for zero-bias limit and can be as large as 6000 for the bias range
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Figure 6.4: (a) The I{V curves measured on the Gr/NH3/BTO junction for polariza-
tion up (red) and polarization down (blue) states. The inset shows the rescaled I{V
for polarization up state. (b) ROFF=RON resistance ratio as a function of the reading
bias. The resistance ratio is about 3500 for zero-bias limit, and reaches about 6000
for the bias of 0.2 V.
of 0.2 V (Fig. 6.4(b)). This eect is much stronger than that reported earlier in
ultrathin BaTiO3 lms of the same thickness (6 u.c.) with the TER magnitude of
only 7 [7]. The observed eect is highly consistent: the I{V curves measured at
dierent locations on the surface of the graphene patch are reproducible and show
no degradation with time within the period of polarization stability. In addition,
C-AFM measurements performed on several dierent samples show little junction-
to-junction variations. Additional PFM imaging after I{V measurements shows that
polarization is not aected by the I{V measurements, as I{V curves are measured well
below coercive voltages. The obtained results suggest that the electrode/ferroelectric
interface properties play a crucial role in the polarization-coupled resistive switching
behavior in FTJ devices. Introduction of the NH3 layer at the graphene/BaTiO3
interface not only stabilizes the polarization of BaTiO3 but also signicantly enhances
the TER eect.
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6.5 Modeling of the Eect of the Polar Layer on
Tunneling Electroresistance
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Figure 6.5: Schematic illustration of the energy barrier diagrams for the two polar-
ization states in the graphene/NH3/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 tunnel junctions.
In the graphene/NH3/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 tunnel junctions, the NH3 layer plays
a role as an additional barrier. Figure 6.5 shows a schematic illustration of the
energy barrier diagrams for polarization up (pointing to graphene) and polarization
down (pointing to substrate) states, respectively. The polar molecular NH3 layer
acts as screening dipoles for screening the polarization charges in the BaTiO3 layer,
so that the dipoles of NH3 are oriented opposite to the BaTiO3 polarization. Upon
polarization reversal, the dipoles of NH3 also switch, as shown in Fig. 6.5, which
eectively screen the polarization charges and thus stabilizes the polarization.
The eect of NH3 layer on the TER eect is then calculated from the potential
prole shown in Fig. 6.5 as a function of NH3 barrier thickness and barrier height
(Fig. 6.6). The tunneling conductance for ON and OFF states decreases when in-
creasing the thickness of NH3 layer (Fig. 6.6(a)). However, the resulting TER value
(Fig. 6.6(b)) increases rapidly when increasing the NH3 barrier thickness, resulting
an enhancement of the TER eect over an order of magnitude when NH3 thickness
increases from 4 A to 10 A. On the other hand, the barrier height of NH3 layer
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Figure 6.6: Modeling of the tunneling conductance and TER eect as a function
of NH3 barrier thickness and barrier height in graphene/NH3/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3
tunnel junctions. (a) Tunneling conductance for ON and OFF states, and (b) TER
eect as a function of NH3 barrier thickness. (c) Tunneling conductance for ON and
OFF states and (d) TER eect as a function of NH3 barrier height.
also aects the tunneling conductance and the TER value. Figure 6.6(c) shows the
tunneling conductance as a function of the NH3 barrier height, which also shows a
decreasing of conductance when increasing barrier height. However, an enhancement
of the TER eect can be achieved by reducing of the barrier height.
6.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we obtained stable and switchable polarization in graphene/BaTiO3/
(La,Sr)MnO3 tunnel junctions by introducing a polar NH3 layer at the graphene/BaTiO3
interface for providing more ecient screening charges. In the meanwhile, this ad-
ditional NH3 layer signicantly enhances the tunneling electroresistance eect of the
tunnel junction, making it promising for device applications.
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Chapter 7
Mechanical Switching of
Ferroelectric Polarization
7.1 Introduction to Flexoelectric Eect
One of the most distinctive features of ferroelectrics is a strong coupling between
the polarization and mechanical strain that gives rise to a range of electromechanical
phenomena in these materials including piezoelectric, electrostrictive and exoelec-
tric eects. Piezoelectricity is one of the most prominent and intensively studied
eects, which is the linear electromechanical interaction between the electric eld
and mechanical stress in non-centrosymmetric crystals. An alternative eect which
has received comparatively less attention is exoelectricity|the coupling between
electrical polarization and strain gradient : a strain gradient in a crystal generates an
electrical polarization (direct exoelectric eect), or a polarization gradient induces
stress or strain in the crystal (converse exoelectric eect). However, it is becom-
ing no longer negligible, for several reasons [1]. First, exoelectricity, in contrast
to piezoelectricity, is a universal property allowed by symmetry in any structure, as
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strain gradient breaks the inversion symmetry. Centrosymmetric materials cannot
be piezoelectric, but can be exoelectric, making exoelectricity more general than
piezoelectricity. Second, exoelectricity grows as device size decreases. Strain gra-
dient is inversely proportional to the relaxation length: A strain dierence over a
smaller distance gives a larger strain gradient, which gives rise to a huge exoelec-
tric eect at the nanoscale. Finally, exoelectricity has polarity, while homogeneous
stress/strain does not, so it can tune not just the magnitude but also the sign of the
polar vector. The polar nature of the exoelectric eect means that strain gradients
can eectively play the role of an equivalent electric eld and can be used in eld
eect devices, or to interplay with ferroelectric polarization in ferroelectrics.
Flexoelectricity was rst theoretically predicted by Kogan in 1964 [2] and exper-
imentally demonstrated by Bursian and Zaikovskii in 1968 [3], who measured the
changes in curvature of a ferroelectric lm due to polarization (converse exoelectric
eect). The same year, Scott [4] invoked a strain gradient as a parity-breaking mech-
anism in spectroscopic measurements. Further theoretical consideration of exoelec-
tricity has been provided by Tagantsev [5], and seminal experimental measurements
of direct exoelectricity for perovskite ferroelectrics are due to Cross and Ma [6, 7].
In the general case, a polarization can result from both piezoelectric and exo-
electric eects due to a mechanical stress. The total electrical polarization P can be
described as [7]:
Pi = dijkjk + ijkl
@"ij
@xl
; (7.1)
where dijk, jk, ijkl, "ij and xl are the piezoelectric coecient, applied stress, exo-
electric coecient, strain and spatial coordinate, respectively. There are two terms in
Eq. (7.1) that contribute to the polarization: a linear coupling to stress which is the
piezoelectric eect, and a gradient coupling to stress/strain which is the exoelectric
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eect.
The exoelectric coecient ijkl is a four rank tensor, and has the same symmetry
as the electrostriction coecient. For a cubic crystal the non-zero components are
1111, 1122, and 1212, or in a matrix notation, 11, 12, and 44, which are called
longitudinal, transverse, and shear coecient, respectively. For decades after its pro-
posal in the early 1960s, there were only few studies of exoelectricity, even though it
is a general property in solids. The reason was the comparatively small magnitude of
the exoelectric coecient. Theoretical predictions pointed out that the exoelectric
coecient scales as   ( e
a
), where , e and a are the dielectric susceptibility, elec-
tron charge and the lattice constant, respectively [2, 5]. The exoelectric coecient is
typically in the order of e=a  10 10 C/m for ordinary dielectric materials. Also, high
strain gradient is dicult to achieve in solids, giving that exoelectricity is generally
weaker than piezoelectricity.
The static response of the exoelectric eect can be phenomenologically described
by Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory. The macroscopic description of the
static bulk exoelectric response can be obtained by generalizing the thermodynamic
potential used for the description of the piezoelectric response by introducing a linear
coupling between the polarization and strain gradient and vice versa into the system.
The thermodynamic free energy density G for such a description reads [1]:
G =
1
2
P 2 +
c
2
"2   
2
(P
@"
@x
  "@P
@x
)  PE   "; (7.2)
where c, , ", and  are the elastic constant, stress, strain, and the exoelectric
coecient, respectively. For simplicity here we have dropped the tensor sux. Also,
the piezoelectric term d"P and the electrostrictive coupling term q"P 2 have been
dropped from the free energy density equation, where d and q are piezoelectric and
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electrostrictive constants. Variational minimization of G against P and " using Euler
equations @G=@A  ddx(@G=@(@A=@x)) = 0, (A = P or ") leads to [1]:
P = E + 
@"
@x
; (7.3)
 = c"+


@P
@x
: (7.4)
In Eq. 7.3, the rst right-hand-side term describes the dielectric response with the
clamped dielectric susceptibility , and the second right-hand-side term describes the
exoelectric response with the exoelectric coecient . In Eq. 7.4, the rst right-
hand-side term describes Hook's law, with the elastic constant at xed polarization
c, and the second right-hand-side term describes the converse exoelectric response.
The polarization P in Eq. 7.4 can be simply replaced by E by taking into account
that the exoelectric eect is relatively weak, which describes the strain generated by
a non-uniform polarization or electric eld.
As is clear from Eq. 7.3, the vector 

@"
@x
has the same eect on polarization as
the external electric eld E, which suggests that strain gradient is equivalent to an
external electric eld, and is sometimes termed as the exoelectric eld.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the stress gradient generated by the AFM
tip can be used to mechanically switch the polarization in the nanoscale volume of a
ferroelectric lm. Pure mechanical force can therefore be used as a dynamic tool for
polarization control, enabling information processing in a new concept of multiferroic
high-density data storage devices where the memory bits are written mechanically
and read electrically [8, 9].
Results described in Section 7.2.1 have been published in ref. [8].
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7.2 Flexoelectric Eect in Ferroelectrics:
Mechanical Switching of Polarization
7.2.1 Mechanical switching of polarization in BaTiO3 lms
Previous studies of the tip-induced stress eect showed suppression of the piezoelectric
response under a suciently high loading force [10, 11] with almost complete recovery
after stress release. Polarization vector rotation caused by simultaneous application of
an external electrical bias and tip-induced stress has been observed in polycrystalline
thin lms [11, 12], although in these studies the random orientation of the polarization
in the crystals allowed for partial ferroelastic rotation rather than pure 180 inversion
of polarization. On the other hand, recent report by Lee et al. [13] showed that the
exoelectric eect caused by strain gradients can create a strong imprint in uniaxial,
perfectly oriented ferroelectric thin lms, and exoelectricity due to substrate bending
was also invoked in the imprint of polarization in polycrystalline ferroelectric lms
[14]. This suggests that strain gradients, rather than homogeneous strain, can be
exploited for switching polarization and \writing" the domain bits into ferroelectric
memories. This process is allowed by symmetry because a strain gradient, unlike
a homogeneous strain, is an odd parity tensor without inversion symmetry|strain
gradients have directionality and polarity [2, 4]. Although exoelectricity is generally
weaker than piezoelectricity, gradients grow in inverse proportion to the relaxation
length, so very large exoelectric eects can be achieved at the nanoscale [15, 16, 17].
We have explored whether exoelectricity can actively switch ferroelectric po-
larization by mechanically pushing AFM tips onto the surface of epitaxial single-
crystalline BaTiO3 lms, thereby inducing large and localized stresses. The lms
were fabricated by atomic layer controlled growth on atomically smooth (001)-SrTiO3
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substrates with La0:67Sr0:33MnO3 conductive buers that served as bottom electrodes
[18, 19]. Compressive stress induced by the substrate ensured that polarization was
aligned in the direction perpendicular to the surface, and only 180 inversion of po-
larization would be allowed. BaTiO3 lms with a thickness of 12 unit cells, or ~4.8
nm, have been chosen so as to ensure epitaxial clamping and prevent mismatch strain
relaxation.
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Figure 7.1: Mechanically induced reversal of ferroelectric polarization. (a, b) PFM
phase (a) and amplitude (b) images of the bidomain pattern electrically written in the
BaTiO3 lm. (c, d) PFM phase (c) and amplitude (d) images of the same area after
the 11-m2 area in the center (denoted by a dashed-line frame) has been scanned
with the tip under an incrementally increasing loading force. The loading force was
increasing in the bottom-up direction [denoted by a black arrow in (c)] from 150 to
1500 nN.
Initial testing of the lms by means of PFM show that as-grown BaTiO3 lms are
in a single-domain state with out-of-plane polarization, indicating eective screening
of the depolarizing eld by surface adsorbates [20]. Bipolar domain patterns can
be generated conventionally with an electrically biased PFM tip: the lm surface
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is scanned with a tip under 4-V bias exceeding the coercive voltage. The 22-
m2 PFM images of this electrically written domain structure are shown in Fig. 7.1,
(a) and (b), with left half polarized up and right half polarized down. A typical
value of the contact force during conventional PFM imaging is ~30 nN. A stable
and uniform PFM amplitude signal across the domain boundary illustrates eective
electric switchability of the lm and strong polarization retention.
The mechanical switching has been investigated by scanning a 11-m2 area of
the bipolar domain pattern with the electrically grounded tip under an incrementally
increasing loading force from 150 to 1500 nN, with a corresponding change in the
applied stress from 0.5 to 5 GPa (approximating the tip-surface contact area as a
disk of 10 nm in radius). Note that, although the maximum local stress is very large,
it is still well below the threshold (~20 GPa) for irreversible plastic deformation
damage of the BaTiO3 surface [21]. After that, a larger area of 22 m2 is imaged
by conventional PFM with a low load of 30 nN (Fig. 7.1, (c) and (d)).
The tip-induced stress reverses the PFM phase contrast in the left half of the
image where initially polarized up in Fig. 7.1(c), from bright to dark, indicating
inversion of the polarization from up to down, while no change in the right half of the
image where initially polarized down. Figure 7.1(d) shows a non-monotonous change
in the corresponding PFM amplitude image of the exoelectrically switched domain
in the left side: Initially, the amplitude decreases as load increases and then, at an
applied force of ~750 nN, it increases again. Due to the fact that only compressive
stress may be applied in the context of this experiment, the resulting exoelectric
eld generated by the AFM tip pressing is pointing to downward direction, which
only switches polarization from up to down.
This type of behavior is analogous to the polarization-reversal process in conven-
tional (voltage-induced) PFM, in which the electromechanical amplitude signal passes
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of mechanically-induced and electrically-induced reversal of
ferroelectric polarization in the BaTiO3 lm. (a, b) PFM phase (a) and amplitude
(b) images of the lm acquired after the central area has been scanned with the tip
under an incrementally increasing in mechanical load from 100 nN to 1000 nN. (c)
PFM amplitude as a function of mechanical load obtained by cross-section analysis of
the mechanically scanned area in (b). (d, e) PFM phase (d) and amplitude (e) images
acquired after the central area has been scanned with the tip under an incrementally
increasing in dc bias from 0.25 V to 2.25 V. (f) PFM amplitude as a function of a dc
bias obtained by cross-section analysis of the poled area in (e).
through a minimum during switching. Figure 7.2 gives a comparison of mechanically-
induced and electrically-induced reversal of ferroelectric polarization in the BaTiO3
lm, where an area in the center has been scanned with a tip either under an incre-
mentally increasing mechanical load or under an incrementally increasing electrical dc
bias on upward polarized background before PFM imaging. The polarization patterns
generated by mechanical load (Fig. 7.2, (a) and (b)) and by electrical eld (Fig. 7.2,
(d) and (e)) are identical. For both cases, initially the PFM amplitude signals de-
crease and then, after reaching a minimum value, they start to increase (Fig. 7.2, (c)
and (f)). This is caused by the formation of 180 domains (antiparallel polarization)
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so that the net polarization and associated piezoelectric signal go through zero when
the volume fractions of domains with opposite polarization become equal. Beyond
that, the PFM amplitude grows again while the PFM phase is changed by 180,
indicating that the polarization has been inverted. The results show that there is
no fundamental dierence in the switching response induced by conventional electric
biasing and that induced by mechanical loading, indicating that exoelectricity is an
eective substitute for voltage in ferroelectric switching.
0.5 µm
4 Å
0 Å
(a) (b)
4 Å
0 Å
Figure 7.3: (a and b) Topographic images acquired before (a) and after (b) mechanical
writing of 1500 nN in the center 11 m2 squire showing that the lm surface was
not aected by the writing process.
There are several useful features of mechanical switching: (i) It generates stable
domain patterns exhibiting no relaxation for days after switching, (ii) no damage to
the sample surface caused by a high loading force was observed, (iii) mechanically
written domain patterns are electrically erasable, and (iv) the mechanically written
domains are nanoscopic. These features are illustrated in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4.
The topographic images acquired before (Fig. 7.3(a)) and after (Fig. 7.3(b)) me-
chanical writing of 1500 nN in the center 11 m2 squire showing that the lm surface
does not exhibit any traces of surface deformation by the writing process. Mechan-
ically written parallel linear domains, shown in Fig. 7.4(a), have been subsequently
transformed into the pattern in Fig. 7.4(b) by electrically erasing central domain seg-
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Figure 7.4: Fabrication of nanoscale domain patterns by mechanical means. (a)
Domain lines mechanically written in the BaTiO3 lm by scanning the lm with a
tip under a loading force of 1500 nN. (b) The same domain structure modied by
electrical erasure of the mechanically written domains. Erasure has been performed
by scanning the central segment with the tip under a dc  3-V bias. (c, d) PFM phase
(c) and amplitude (d) images of an array of exoelectrically written dot domains
illustrating the possibility of using mechanical writing for high density data-storage
application.
ments with a tip under a dc  3-V bias. Finally, Fig. 7.4, (c) and (d) shows an array of
dot domains only 30 nm in size, written by abruptly alternating the tip load between
30 and 1500 nN during scanning.
Mechanical polarization switching is also feasible by mechanical scanning using an
insulating tip, as no voltage is required for polarization switching. The tip generated
internal exoelectric eld causes a potential drop through the ferroelectric lm and
this internal eld switches the polarization when it is higher than coercive eld in
the lm. Figure 7.5 shows an example of domain pattern generated by mechanical
writing using a non-conductive Si tip and visualized in a conventional PFM mode
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Figure 7.5: PFM phase (a) and amplitude (b) images of the domain pattern generated
by mechanical writing in the center squire using a non-conductive Si tip under a 1400
nN load and visualized in a conventional PFM mode using a PtIr-coated Si tip. Initial
background polarized upward.
using a conductive tip.
These results open up a way to write ferroelectric memory bits using mechanical
force instead of electrical bias in data-storage devices. By converting mechanical
stress into readable information, such devices would operate as a nanoscopic analog
of typewriters that could be scaled up using a millipede-like scheme [22]. The tip-
sample contact area is typically less than 10-nm in radius, so switching can be highly
localized, allowing fabrication of high-density domain patterns. Because no voltage is
applied during mechanical switching, leakage and/or dielectric breakdown problems
are minimized. Because electrodes are not required, the problems caused by their
nite screening length [23] are also removed.
Conversely, if top electrodes were used, mechanical writing would enable the tar-
geted poling of localized areas under the electrodes|which is impossible using voltage,
as the electric eld is homogeneous in a parallel-plate capacitor. This suggests the
possibility of controlled fabrication of domain walls underneath top electrodes, useful
for electronic device applications employing physical properties of domain walls [24]
that could be read in a nondestructive manner by PFM imaging [25] or by measuring
the electroresistive eect [26]. These results will be discussed in Section 7.3 by using
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graphene as top electrode.
7.2.2 Universality of exoelectric control of polarization
200 nN
1000 nN
0.5 µm
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Figure 7.6: (a, b) PFM phase (a) and amplitude (b) images of the domain pat-
tern generated by mechanical writing in the center squire area on a bi-poled do-
main area on Pb(ZrTi)O3(4nm)/(LaSr)CoO3/SrTiO3. (c, d) PFM phase (c) and
amplitude (d) images of the domain pattern generated by mechanical writing on
BiFeO3(12.5nm)/SrRuO3/SrTiO3. In both cases mechanical load increased from 200
nN to 1000 nN from bottom to top.
Mechanical switching of ferroelectric polarization via exoelectric coupling is a
general phenomenon that exists in all ferroelectrics due to the universality of the
exoelectric eect. Figure 7.6 shows examples of domain pattern generated by me-
chanical writing using the same approach as in the previous section, on a 4-nm-thick
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 lm (Fig. 7.6, (a) and (b)) and on a 12.5-nm-thick BiFeO3 lm (Fig. 7.6,
(c) and (d)). In both cases, mechanical writing switches polarization from upward to
downward when mechanical load is higher than a certain threshold load. In our AFM
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tip experimental set-up, we have an eective exoelectric coecient that contains
contributions from all the tensor components. In all the perovskites that have been
tested, mechanical writing always switches polarization from upward to downward,
suggesting a downward exoelectric eld when pressing the AFM tip, which gives
a positive eective exoelectric coecient. This is actually consistent with experi-
mental measurements of the exoelectric eect: In all the perovskites ever measured
experimentally, the eective transverse exoelectric coecient always turns out to be
positive [27, 28].
Next sections consider the eect of various parameters on the threshold load,
which allows quantication of the exoelectric eect.
7.2.3 Quantication of exoelectric switching: Eect of tip
radius
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Figure 7.7: (a) A series of PFM phase images on 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm after mechanical
writing in the center dashed area using dierent type of tips with radius around 9
nm, 15 nm, 30 nm and 40 nm respectively. Mechanical load increased from 100 nN
to 1000 nN in the arrow direction. (b) Threshold switching load as a function of tip
radius obtained from (a). The threshold load increases as tip radius increases. The
inset calculates the threshold pressure assuming a tip-sample contact radius same as
tip radius. Threshold pressure maintains a constant as tip radius varies.
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The threshold load|a minimal mechanical load which is required to exoelectri-
cally switch the polarization|depends on material constants of the ferroelectric lms,
such as elastic constants, exoelectric coecients, coercive elds, etc., and also ex-
ternal parameters, such as tip radius, electrical bias, temperature, etc. The AFM tip
radius is especially important as the typical AFM tip radius is only tens of nanome-
ters, so that a small change of tip radius would largely aect the stress gradient and
the exoelectric eect magnitude. Here, we used dierent types of fresh AFM tips
with variable tip radii to determine the threshold load for the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm.
Figure 7.7(a) shows a series of PFM images after mechanical writing with dierent
radius AFM tips. The mechanical stress induces polarization switching (bright to
dark) at dierent threshold loads with dierent tip radius: less than 100 nN for tip
radius of 9 nm and about 1000 nN for tip radius of 40 nm. The resulting threshold
load as a function of tip radius is shown in Fig. 7.7(b): There is a strong dependence
of the threshold load on the tip radius: a smaller radius tip requires much lower
mechanical load for exoelectric switching. However, the inset plot shows that the
threshold pressure keeps almost the same for all tip radii, since stress is proportional
to pressure. This is an important issue as there is always wears of the tip apex after
some heavy scanning, so that it increases the tip radius and consequently reduces the
exoelectric eect.
7.2.4 Quantication of exoelectric switching: Eect of lm
thickness
The exoelectric eld generated by the AFM tip is non-uniform, i.e. it is large only
within the rst several nanometers from the tip-sample contact and rapidly decreases
with distance. Thus, there should be a strong thickness dependence of the exoelectric
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Figure 7.8: (a) A series of PFM phase images after mechanical writing in the dashed
area for BaTiO3 lm thicknesses from 4 u.c. to 48 u.c respectively. Mechanical
load increased from 100 nN to 1000 nN (in the direction marked by the blue arrow).
(b) Threshold mechanical load as a function of BaTiO3 thickness. Threshold load
increases with lm thickness up to 12 u.c., and then becomes relatively at.
polarization switching behavior. Here, we examined the threshold load in the BaTiO3
lms with the thicknesses ranging from 4 u.c. to 48 u.c. Figure 7.8(a) shows a series
of PFM images after mechanically-induced switching (marked by the dashed lines) in
the BaTiO3 lm with dierent thickness. Figure 7.8(b) shows that the threshold load
increases with thickness up until 12 u.c., and then stays relatively at. Analysis of
this data certainly requires information on the coercive eld for all lm thicknesses.
7.2.5 Flexoelectric eld in static and dynamic regimes
It is possible to consider two dierent cases for the exoelectric eect induced by the
AFM tip: a static case, when the tip under a high load is xed at a certain point,
and a dynamic case, when the tip is in sliding motion (scans the surface). Tip sliding
motion introduces additional friction force along the tip moving direction, which not
only introduces assymetric strain distribution, but also signicantly contributes to
the shear strain gradients. Here, we present a study on calibration of mechanical load
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generated exoelectric eld in the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm, both in static regime by local
PFM hysteresis measurements under static mechanical load, or in dynamic regime by
examining the switching behavior after mechanical writing.
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Figure 7.9: (a) a series of local PFM hysteresis loops obtained on BaTiO3 under tip
load of 50 nN, 500 nN and 1000 nN from top to bottom. Local switching coercive
voltage is dened at the minimum of the PFM hysteresis loop. (b) Flexoelectric
potential as a function of tip load in the static regime obtained from (a).
PFM local switching spectroscopy is a static measurement at a xed point, which
shows a hysteretic piezoresponse as a function of the applying dc switching bias due to
the reversible ferroelectric polarization. Figure 7.9(a) shows a series of bias-o local
PFM hysteresis loops obtained on the BaTiO3 lm under dierent mechanical loads,
50 nN, 500 nN, and 1000 nN from top to bottom. There is a clear negative shift of the
coercive voltages when increasing the mechanical load, due to the exoelectric eld
generated by the tip pressing. The average of coercive voltages contains information
of the exoelectric potential (details about exoelectric potential will be discussed in
Section 7.4):
(V +c + V
 
c )=2 = Vimp   Vexo; (7.5)
where V +c , V
 
c , Vimp and Vexo are the positive and negative coercive voltages, the ini-
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tial imprinted voltage, and the exoelectric potential, respectively. Strictly speaking,
the piezoelectric eect may also contribute to the shift of coercive voltages. However,
piezoelectricity acts equally on both polarization directions so that the average of
coercive voltages cancels this eect and gives a good estimation of the exoelectric
potential. The exoelectric potential, obtained from the PFM hysteresis loops, is
shown in Fig. 7.9 as a function of the mechanical load. It gives a quite linear rela-
tionship between the exoelectric potential and the mechanical load, with a slop of
Vexo=Fload  0:7 V/N, where Fload is the normal load applied to the tip. This means
that for 1 N of normal force applied to the tip, it generates about 0.7 V (1.4 MV/cm)
across the BaTiO3 lm due to the exoelectric eect, which is a huge electric eld
comparable to the coercive eld of the lm.
In the dynamic regime, the mechanical polarization switching is realized by scan-
ning the AFM tip under high mechanical loads. During the mechanical writing pro-
cess, an external dc voltage is applied. The critical polarization switching condition
reads:
Vexo + Vext = Vc: (7.6)
where Vext is external voltage applied to the AFM tip. By measuring the threshold
load Fth as a function of the external voltage Vext, we can establish a relationship
between the applied load F and the generated exoelectric voltage Vexo.
Figure 7.10(a) shows a set of PFM images after mechanical writing. Before PFM
imaging, an upward polarization was initialized electrically, and then mechanical writ-
ing was performed in the center dashed area with an incremental load from 100 nN
to 1000 nN in the arrow direction. During mechanical writing, a constant dc bias
Vext from  0.4 V to 1.2 V was maintained on the conductive tip. By determining the
threshold load Fth for critical switching, we can estimate the exoelectric potential
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Figure 7.10: (a) A series of PFM images after mechanical writing in the center dashed
area on BaTiO3 with a constant tip voltage Vdc from  0.4 V to 1.2 V respectively.
Mechanical load increased from 100 nN to 1000 nN in the arrow direction. Positive dc
bias assists polarization switching, and reduces the threshold load. (b) Flexoelectric
potential as a function of tip load in the dynamic regime obtained from (a).
from Eq. 7.6. Figure 7.10(b) shows the relationship between the exoelectric potential
and the mechanical load, which gives a slop of Vexo=Fload  1:8 V/N. Comparing
with the static case with the slop of only 0.7 V/N, dynamic sliding motion of the
tip signicantly enhances the exoelectric eect.
7.2.6 Scaling of the exoelectric switching
Flexoelectric polarization switching is spatially more localized than electrical polariza-
tion switching, since the mechanical stress is concentrated at the tip-sample contact
point, while the electric eld spreads at the distances of hundreds of nanometers from
the contact point. Figure 7.11 shows a direct comparison of electrically written and
mechanically written lines on the 12 u.c. BaTiO3 lm. The electric bias of 2.7 V
and mechanical load of 1500 nN used in the writing is calibrated to be equivalent
in switching from Fig. 7.10. It is clear that the mechanically written lines are more
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(a) (b)
(d)c)(
0.5 µm
Figure 7.11: PFM images of electrically written lines at 2.7 V of (a) PFM amplitude
and (b) PFM phase, and mechanically written lines at 1500 nN of (c) PFM amplitude
and (d) PFM phase.
localized with domain sizes beyond resolution limit of typical PFM imaging (about
10 nm).
We tried to determine the rate of mechanically-induced switching by varying the
time of load application to a single point. This was realized by scanning the sample
surface with dierent speeds while applying a xed loading force. Figures 7.12(a, b)
show the resulting domain lines written mechanically at dierent tip scanning rates.
At the fastest scanning rate of 20 m/s, the tip dwelling time for each pixel (~4 nm
in size) is about 0.2 ms. Given that switching still takes place at this scanning rate,
it means that switching time due to exoelectric eect at 1000 nN should be faster
than 0.2 ms, which is an upper limit for for our experimental setup (the scanner in
our AFM has the largest scan rate of 20 m/s).
The size of mechanically written domain is very sensitive not only to the duration
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0.3 µm
20 µm/s
5 µm/s
1 µm/s
0.02 µm/s
0.05 µm/s
0.01 µm/s
0.5 µN
0.75 µN
1 µN
1.25 µN
1.5 µN
1.75 µN
Figure 7.12: PFM images showing mechanically written lines on 48 unit cell BaTiO3
lm. (a, b) PFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) images of lines written at 1000 nN with
writing rate from 20 m/s down to 0.01 m/s from top to bottom, respectively. (c, d)
PFM amplitude (c) and phase (d) images of lines written at 1 m/s with mechanical
load from 0.5 N to 1.75 N from top to bottom, respectively.
of loading force application, but also to the applied force magnitude. Figure 7.12(c,
d) show domain lines written with dierent mechanical load at the same scanning
rate. Increase in the applied load results in wider domain lines which is due to the
wider lm region under high mechanical stress where it exceeded the threshold load.
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7.3 Deterministic Domain Writing in Ultrathin
Ferroelectric Capacitors
7.3.1 Introduction
In ferroelectric capacitors, application of a voltage potential to the electrodes results
in polarization reversal in the whole volume of the ferroelectric lm between the
electrodes. Local control of polarization switching is thus impossible. Here, we show
that using localized mechanical stress generated by the AFM tip it is possible to
realize a deterministic switching of polarization underneath the top electrode due to
the exoelectric eect. This opens a possibility of precise control of polarization in
ferroelectric capacitors and ne tuning of polarization-coupled eects, such as TER.
To realize local polarization switching in ferroelectric capacitors, several issues
have to be addressed. First, the strain gradient generated by the AFM tip is large
only within the rst several nanometers, thus the top electrode should be thin enough
(ideally, below 5 nm, to preserve the electrode material conductivity). Second, only
in the relatively thin ferroelectric lms (typically, <100 nm) a suciently high strain
gradient (sucient for polarization switching) can be realized. Third, the electrode
should be durable and not damage under high mechanical stress. From these con-
siderations, epitaxial oxide electrodes seem to be ideal for tip-induced exoelectric
switching. However, recent experimental studies showed that polarization screening
by metal oxide electrodes is less eective than predicted, resulting in progressive loss
of the net polarization in ultrathin ferroelectric capacitors [29, 23]. Typical metal
electrodes should be at least 10 nm thick to ensure good conductivity. Also metal
electrodes are not hard enough for high mechanical stresses. For this reason, in our
studies, we decided to use graphene as a top electrode on BaTiO3 lms capacitors to
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investigate local mechanically-induced polarization switching.
Graphene consists of a single planar sheet of carbon atoms, which allows the force
gradient to be generated in the ferroelectric lm underneath. Another advantage is
that graphene is one of the toughest materials ever tested [30]. Also, graphene has a
high carrier mobility and good electrical conductivity, making it an excellent material
for electrodes. In this section we show that targeted switching of polarization in any
selected localized area can be realized by mechanical writing with an AFM tip in the
ferroelectric capacitors with graphene as a top electrode.
7.3.2 Electrical switching of polarization in
graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 heterostructures
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Figure 7.13: PFM switching hysteresis loops measured (a) on bare BaTiO3 surface
and (b) through graphene. Both cases show typical ferroelectric polarization switching
hysteresis.
Here we used exfoliated graphene prepared by conventional scotch tape method
in ambient condition [30]. To ensure polarization stability we have chosen epitax-
ial 48 u.c. BaTiO3 lms as the ferroelectric layer. Polarization switching in the
graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure is conrmed by PFM imag-
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ing and switching spectroscopy. Figure 7.13 shows two PFM switching hysteresis
loops obtained (a) on bare BaTiO3 surface, and (b) through graphene. In both cases,
the PFM switching loops exhibit a typical for ferroelectrics hysteresis behavior, con-
rming a reliable polarization switchability. The only dierence is the increase in
the negative coercive voltage. This may result from large leakage current due to low
resistivity associated with one of the polarization states, which therefore requires a
larger applied voltage for switching.
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Figure 7.14: (a) Surface topography on the edge of the graphene ake. Left half of
the images is exposed BaTiO3 surface and right half covered by graphene. (b) A cross
section from (a) along the blue line showing that the thickness of the graphene ake
is around 1 nm. (c, d) PFM amplitude (c) and phase (d) images after application of
a  6 V pulse on the graphene ake. (d, e) PFM amplitude (d) and phase (e) images
after application of a +4 V pulse on the graphene ake.
PFM imaging also shows a stable polarization after application of voltage pulses
to the graphene electrode. Figure 7.14(a) shows surface topography that includes
the graphene ake (on the right) and exposed BaTiO3 surface (on the left). From
Fig. 7.14(b), it was determined that the thickness of the graphene ake was about
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1 nm. PFM images after application of voltage pulses to the graphene electrode
shown in Figs. 7.14(c)-(f) illustrate an ecient polarization control in the BaTiO3
lm underneath.
Electrical switching of polarization underneath the graphene ake is uniform. By
application of a voltage pulse to graphene, homogeneous domain nucleation is ob-
served across the whole graphene ake covered area. Figure 7.15 shows a series of
(a) (b) c) (d)
(h)(g)(f)(e)
(
0.3 µm
After 4V pulse After -4V pulse After -4.5V pulse After -5V pulse
After -6V pulse After 1V pulse After 1.5V pulse After 2V pulse
Figure 7.15: PFM images of the electrical switching of polarization underneath the
graphene ake after application of voltage pulses.
PFM images taken through the graphene ake after application of voltage pulses with
dierent amplitude and the same duration of 1 s. Fully switched polarization states
as well as random domain nucleation sites can be seen. In all cases, the polarization
patterns are stable within the investigated time of a few hours.
7.3.3 Deterministic domain writing through graphene
Mechanical switching of ferroelectric polarization through graphene has been done by
scanning an AFM tip under a high mechanical load on graphene/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3
heterostructure. This approach allows switching of polarization only from up to down
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directions, since only compressive stress can be applied by an AFM tip. Before me-
chanical writing, a  6 V voltage pulse is applied to graphene to set the initial po-
larization state to be upward. Mechanical writing has been performed by scanning a
grounded AFM tip in a 0.50.5 m2 area under a mechanical load of 1600 nN. After
(a) (c) e)(
(d)(b) (f)
After mechanical writing After -6 V pulse After 4 V pulse
0.3 µm
Figure 7.16: (a,b) PFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) after 1600 nN of mechanical
writing in the center square. (c, d) PFM amplitude (c) and phase (d) images after
application of a  6 V pulse. (e, f) PFM amplitude (e) and phase (f) images after
application of a 4 V pulse.
that, the polarization domain pattern is imaged by PFM under a much lower me-
chanical load of about 100 nN. The resulting PFM images are shown in Figs. 7.16(a)
and (b). The polarization in the center area has been switched to downward by the
mechanical strain gradient generated by the AFM tip. Note that this type of polar-
ization switching is not feasible with a conventional voltage switching method, since
a voltage pulse would simply generate switching in the whole lm underneath the
graphene electrode. The mechanically switched polarization is electrically erasable
by application of the opposite polarity voltage (Fig. 7.16, (c) and (d)).
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Figure 7.17: (a) Topography 5 min after mechanical writing. (b) Topography 60 min
after mechanical writing. (c) Comparison of topography cross sections.
There is some topographic deformation in the mechanically scanned area, shown
in Fig. 7.17(a). Previous investigation shows that there is no surface change to the
ferroelectric surface after high mechanical scans [8]. We attribute this topography
change to the removal of the uidic (likely water) interfacial layer existing between
graphene and barium titanate. An observation that supports this assumption is that
this deformation gradually decreases and nally disappears with time (Fig. 7.17(b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.18: PFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) images of a triangle lines written
mechanically.
Mechanical polarization switching through graphene is still highly localized. Fig-
ure 7.18 shows domain lines in the shape of a triangle mechanically written under
1600 nN load applied through graphene. The smallest domain generated can be as
small as 20 nm. This feature enables for local controlled reversal of polarization in a
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ferroelectric capacitor.
7.4 Finite Element Modeling of Strain Gradient
Distribution
Finite element method is a numerical technique for nding approximate solutions to
boundary value problems. The exoelectric eld is given by Eq. 7.1:
Eh =
ijkl
ih
@ejk
@xl
; (7.7)
where ih is the dielectric constant and ejk the strain. The vertical component of the
exoelectric eld contains three components, namely, transverse, longitudinal and
shear components in each parenthesis:
E3 = (
3311
33
@e11
@x3
+
3322
33
@e22
@x3
) + (
3333
33
@e33
@x3
) + (
1313
33
@e13
@x1
+
2323
33
@e23
@x2
): (7.8)
The dielectric constant is 33 = 0r, where 0 is the permittivity of vacuum and
r = 30 for compressively strained BaTiO3 on SrTiO3 [31]. The physics of switch-
ing under static regime and dynamic regime is dierent: in the static regime when
there is no sliding, the shear strain gradients, which are big, cancel each other out
exactly, and we are left only with transverse and longitudinal components, while in
the dynamic regime when the tip is sliding, the shear strain gradients are asymmetric
with respect to the tip moving direction, which cannot cancel out and in fact plays
an important role. Here we rst consider the static situation for simplication. Thus,
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the exoelectric eld under the tip is:
E3 = (
3311
33
@e11
@x3
+
3322
33
@e22
@x3
) + (
3333
33
@e33
@x3
): (7.9)
Once the exoelectric eld E3 is known, its eect is calculated by adding the term
 E3P to the standard Landau-Devonshire free energy [32] of an epitaxial lm under
uniaxial compression.
Figure 7.19: Finite element calculations of the strains distribution along the (a) x
(e11), (b) y (e22), and (c) z (e33) directions under static pressure from the AFM tip.
(d) Finite element calculation map of the shear strain (e13 = e23). All the strain
components show gradients, with the shear strain gradient being the smallest one.
We performed nite-element calculations to model the strains e11, e22 and e33 in-
duced by the AFM tip when pressed against the BaTiO3 lm surface (the structure
is sketched in Fig. structure). The calculations are for a tip force of 1000 nN over a
tip-sample contact area of 10-nm radius, and the calculated strain distributions for all
the strain components are mapped (Fig. 7.19). Using the calculated strain gradients,
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the exoelectric eld is obtained by multiplying the strain gradient times the exo-
electric tensor and dividing by the dielectric constant [4, 7]. To be conservative in
our calculations, we use the theoretical values for the exoelectric tensor coecients
[33], which are a thousand times smaller than the experimental ones [27, 34].
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Figure 7.20: (a) Variation of the exoelectric voltage in the lm region under the tip,
assuming a compressive uniaxial stress of 3.2 GPa, equivalent to 1 N of force over
a circular area of 10 nm in radius. The eld is perpendicular to the voltage gradient
and reaches a strength of ~2 MV/cm near the surface. (b) Free-energy calculations
for the epitaxially clamped BaTiO3 lm without any tip pressure (blue curve), with
homogeneous compressive stress of 3.2 GPa (red curve), and with the calculated
exoelectricity from the tip-induced strain gradient (green curve). Flexoelectricity
skews the double well, forcing polarization switching toward the stable downward
state.
To visualize the results and facilitate comparison with experiment, it is useful to
introduce a concept of a \exoelectric potential", V , whose gradient is the exoelectric
eld: E3  @V=@x3. Comparing this with Eq. 7.9, we obtain the exoelectric potential
as:
V3 = (
3311
33
e11 +
3322
33
e22) + (
3333
33
e33): (7.10)
The exoelectric potential under the tip, measured in Volts, is shown in Fig. 7.20.
From this expression, exoelectric potential is linearly proportional to strains, and
strains are linearly proportional to stress, which gives a roughly linear relationship
between exoelectric potential and mechanical load applied to the tip, as we have
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shown experimentally. Note that though Eq. 7.10 would imply that a homogeneous
deformation also causes a non-zero voltage, this would however be constant across
the lm and would therefore have no physical consequence. Only potential dierences
matter, i.e. there is only a eld if there is a potential gradient, which is the case when
the induced deformation in inhomogeneous.
The exoelectric eld was also incorporated into free-energy calculations of the
BaTiO3 thin lm epitaxially clamped on the SrTiO3 substrate (Fig. 7.20(b)). Under
a homogeneous compressive uniaxial stress [32], the height of the barrier separating
the two energy minima is decreased, but the double well remains symmetric, and thus
no specic polarity is favored, as expected from symmetry. Flexoelectricity, on the
other hand, generates a polar bias consistent with the experimental observation of
mechanical switching. When incorporated to the free energy, the exoelectric bias
destabilizes the positive side (upward-pointing polarization) of the double well and
forces the switch to the downward-pointing polarization state, as observed. This is
supported by PFM hysteresis loops measured during application of mechanical stress:
the coercive bias has a negative shift as the tip pressure is increased.
For the loading force of 1000 nN, the calculated exoelectric eld reaches a maxi-
mum of 2 MV/cm, comparable with the intrinsic coercive eld (theoretical) and that
extracted from the piezo-electric hysteresis loops (experimental). Note that such a
large exoelectric eld has been obtained in spite of our conservative choice of ex-
oelectric coecients, supporting the feasibility of the exoelectric switching mech-
anism. We stress that the Landau formalism provides an upper limit for the ideal
(intrinsic) switching barrier; in practice, there will be defects that act as nucleation
sites facilitating the switching at lower coercive elds. In real devices, therefore, the
eective coercive eld may be considerably lower than calculated here, meaning that
the exoelectric eld will be capable of inducing switching at lower loads or larger
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thicknesses than assumed here.
(a) (b)
c)( (d)
Figure 7.21: Finite element calculations of the strains distribution along the (a) x
(e11), (b) y (e22), and (c) z (e33) directions under static pressure from the AFM
tip. (d) Finite element calculation map of the shear strain (e12). There is a greater
gradient when there is a sliding motion. In addition, the shear strains do not cancel
each other.
In the dynamic regime, all the transverse, longitudinal and shear strains compo-
nents have to be taken into consideration (Eq. 7.8). In addition to the normal force,
there is a friction force in the tip sliding direction. The strain distribution is then
asymmetric with respect to the tip moving direction due to the friction force. The
shear strain then has much more signicant contribution compared to just static press-
ing, making the high strain gradient penetrating even higher thicknesses. Fig. 7.21
shows an example of longitudinal and shear strain distribution maps from nite el-
ement calculation. There is a greater gradient when there is a sliding motion. An
estimation shows that the exoelectric potential generated in the dynamic regime is
about 3 to 4 times of the one in static regime. However, in order to precisely calcu-
late the exoelectric potential, integration has to be over all three dimensional strain
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components.
7.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the strain gradient generated by the AFM
tip pressing onto an ultrathin ferroelectric lm can be used to switch the ferroelectric
polarization in the ferroelectric lm due to the exoelectric eect. The observed
eect of universal nature, which is demonstrated by mechanically-induced switching
in other ferroelectrics. This eect has been used, for the rst time, for deterministic
domain control in ultrathin ferroelectric capacitors.
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Chapter 8
Mechanical Control of Resistive
Switching in Ultrathin
Ferroelectric Films
8.1 Introduction
Most of the nanoscale studies of the resistive switching phenomena including the
TER eect [1] are based on electrical control of polarization using scanning probe mi-
croscopy (SPM) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. For experiments involving electrical poling by an
SPM tip in ambient environment, there is always a concern that electrically induced
changes in surface conditions, for example, due to redox chemical reactions or charge
deposition, may signicantly aect resistive switching measurements. Charge injec-
tion during switching pulse application may also take place [9] aecting the potential
prole inside the ferroelectric barrier. This has raised questions regarding whether
this surface modication is in fact the primary mechanism for the reported resistive
switching eect as opposed to the mechanism based on the polarization-related change
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in energy barrier between top and bottom electrodes. For example, redox reactions
and associated band bending at the interfaces have been recently proposed as possible
mechanisms for the TER eect in ultrathin ferroelectric lms [10]. The main purpose
of this chapter is to demonstrate that the nonvolatile TER eect in ultrathin (several
nanometerthick) ferroelectric lms can be induced by purely mechanical means and
to show that this eect can be realized without any involvement of surface electro-
chemical processes commonly expected in SPM poling of oxide lms. A comparison
between electrically and mechanically induced TER eects allows the assessment of
the surface charge inuence on resistive switching.
Results described in this chapter have been published in ref. [11].
8.2 Mechanically-induced TER Eect in
Ultrathin BaTiO3 Films
A mechanically induced TER eect is facilitated by the exoelectric switching of
ferroelectric polarization [12] described in the previous chapter. As it has been found
that the AFM tip-generated strain gradient can produce a exoelectric eld that is
strong enough to switch polarization in a way similar to an external electric eld, it
seems natural to see if mechanical stress could be also used to control the resistive
switching behavior. To explore the mechanically induced TER eect, we have used
epitaxial single-crystalline ultrathin 12 u.c. (4.8 nm) BaTiO3 lms grown by pulsed
laser deposition on atomically smooth TiO2-terminated (001)-SrTiO3 substrate with
SrRuO3 as a bottom electrode. It has been shown previously [13] that compressively
strained BaTiO3 lms on SrTiO3 substrates possess only out-of-plain polarization.
Preliminary testing of the samples by PFM shows that the as-grown BaTiO3 lms
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Figure 8.1: SPM data illustrating the mechanically and electrically induced TER
eects. (a, b) PFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) images of the 4.8-nm-thick BaTiO3
lm after the generation of the downward-oriented domains by electrical poling (left)
and mechanical loading force (right). A saturated amplitude signal indicates fully
polarized states. (c) Local PFM hysteresis loops measured in the same BaTiO3 lm.
(d) Topographic image of the same area acquired after mechanical writing showing
that the lm surface was not aected by the writing process. (e) EFM image taken
at the same location as the PFM images. The EFM image was acquired with a dc
read voltage of +2 V. Regions of dark contrast represent downward oriented domains
and correspond to a positive surface screening charge. (f) Tunneling current map
acquired in the C-AFM mode with a dc read bias 0.3 V at the same location as the
PFM and EFM images. The bright contrast corresponds to a higher conductivity.
Figure addapted from ref. [11]
are in a single-domain state with the upward (away from the substrate) polarization
direction. These initial conditions turn out to be suitable for our studies as the tip-
induced mechanical load can switch the polarization only from upward to downward
direction [12]. Figure 8.1, (a) and (b) show the PFM amplitude and phase images,
respectively, of two downward-oriented domains written in as-grown lm: the left
domain has been written with an electrically biased tip (+3 V) and a load of 20 nN
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(which is a typical value for the PFM operation mode), whereas the right domain
has been produced by scanning the lm surface with a grounded tip while applying a
mechanical load of 1400 nN. (Although it is dicult to precisely convert the applied
mechanical load to equivalent potential, it had been shown earlier [12] that the load
of 700 nN generated a voltage comparable with the coercive bias; thus it is natural
to expect complete polarization reversal at a higher load of 1400 nN). After writing,
PFM imaging of the resulting domain pattern has been carried out with the same tip
at a contact loading force of 20 nN. Both domains exhibit a saturated PFM ampli-
tude signal and 180 phase inversion, indicating a fully switched single domain state.
Switchable polarization behavior is conrmed by the local PFM spectroscopic mea-
surements (Fig. 8.1(c)), which show rather symmetric piezoelectric hysteresis loops
with a coercive voltage of ~2.0 V (or coercive eld of ~4 MV/cm). The topographic
image of the lm surface acquired after writing (Fig. 8.1(d)) does not show any sign of
plastic surface deformation. No PFM signal relaxation several days after mechanical
writing has been detected, suggesting strong polarization retention. A noteworthy
feature of the mechanically written domain is that it is electrically erasable [12].
Additional analysis of the written domain pattern has been performed using elec-
trostatic force microscopy (EFM) (Fig. 8.1(d)). Note that EFM is sensitive to the
presence of the surface charge and thus can be used to assess the dierence between
surface charge density of electrically and mechanically produced domains. In the
EFM imaging conditions used in our study, the dark contrast of the written domains
corresponds to a positive surface charge. This is opposite to the negative bound po-
larization charge of the domains, suggesting that the signal detected by EFM is due to
a surface charge that screens polarization of the downward-oriented domains. There
is a clear disparity of the EFM signal between electrically written and mechanically
written domains. A much darker contrast for the electrically produced domain indi-
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cates a higher screening charge density. This eect could be due to the eld-induced
redox reaction resulting in deposition of extra charge in addition to the adsorption of
ionic species from ambient [14].
The resistive switching behavior has been studied by simultaneous imaging of
the electrically and mechanically written domains in the C-AFM mode. Figure 8.1(e)
shows a current map where contrast variations correspond to changes in conductivity.
It can be seen that both electrically and mechanically poled domains with downward
polarization have higher conductivity in comparison to the as-grown BaTiO3 lm
with upward polarization, which is indicative of the resistive switching eect. As no
plastic surface deformation due to the tip-induced pressure has been observed, we can
exclude a change in lm thickness as a root cause for the observed TER. It can be
concluded then that it is the change in the energy barrier height due to polarization
reversal that lead to the electroresistance eect [15]. Also, the fact that the TER
eect can be induced by mechanical pressure without any electrical bias application
indicates that the electrochemical surface modication or charge injection as the main
mechanisms of resistive switching in ferroelectrics can be ruled out.
Figure 8.2(a) summarizes the obtained results in the form of cross-section analysis
of the PFM amplitude and EFM and C-AFM images: there is no discernible dier-
ence between the PFM images of electrically and mechanically written domains, while
the EFM signal shows a clear dierence, indicating a surface charge modication as
a result of electric voltage application. As for the resistance change, it is interest-
ing that mechanically induced TER is larger than the electrically induced TER. This
observation is supported by local spectroscopic measurements (Fig. 8.2(b)): the resis-
tance changes by 2300% for electrically poled domain versus 7300% resistance change
for the mechanically written domain. Note that similar results have been obtained
for mechanical writing carried out under open and short circuit boundary conditions
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Figure 8.2: Comparative analysis of the mechanically and electrically induced TER
eects. (a) Cross sections through the lines shown in the PFM amplitude, EFM, and
current maps (Fig. 8.1, (a), (e), and (f), respectively). (b) Local I{V curves measured
for the as-grown lm area with upward polarization (green), electrically downward-
switched domain (red), and mechanically downward-switched domain (blue). Figure
addapted from ref. [11]
using insulating and grounded conductive tips, respectively. It should be also noted
that scanning the surface with a tip under an increased load may result in partial
removal of surface adsorbate layer, thereby aecting the comparison between conduc-
tivity of mechanically and electrically written domains. To address this issue, we rst
mechanically wrote a downward domain and then electrically switched it upward.
This procedure created a domain with the same polarization as in the virgin lm but
with a cleaner surface. After that mechanical and electrical writing of the downward
domains has been performed again as described above. It has been found that in this
case mechanically written domain still exhibits a signicantly stronger TER than the
electrically poled domain, although the dierence becomes smaller.
8.3 Modeling of the TER Eect
Our earlier studies [2] demonstrated that the signicant enhancement of conductance
with reversal of ferroelectric polarization from upward to downward state is largely
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due to the electrostatic modulation of the potential step at the tip/BTO interface
resulting in the change of the energy barrier across the BaTiO3 layer. Figure 8.3 il-
Figure 8.3: Schematic band diagrams of the FTJ formed by the BaTiO3 (BTO) lm
sandwiched between the bottom SrRuO3 (SRO) electrode and a conductive SPM tip:
(a) for the as-grown upward polarization (toward the tip), (b,c) for the mechanically
and electrically poled downward polarization (toward the bottom electrode), respec-
tively. The dashed lines in the electrodes and tip regions indicate schematically a
variation in the electrostatic potential. For the downward polarization the Fermi en-
ergy (solid horizontal line) lies farther from the conduction band of BaTiO3, resulting
in the enhanced conductance due to the decay constant increase with energy. Accu-
mulation of an additional positive charge on the top surface when the polarization is
switched electrically pushes the conduction band of BaTiO3 down, resulting in the
conductance decrease. Figure addapted from ref. [11]
lustrates the band alignment associated with polarization reversal. It can be seen that
switching of the polarization direction toward the substrate pushes the conduction
band up with respect to the Fermi energy thereby increasing conductance (Fig. 8.3
(a) and (b)). This behavior is due to the decay constant associated with the evanes-
cent state responsible for tunneling in BaTiO3, which increases with energy [16, 17].
A dierence in conductance between electrically and mechanically written downward
domains can be understood from the following consideration. Ferroelectric polariza-
tion screening of as-grown BTO lm is realized through adsorption of charged species
and dipolar molecules on the ferroelectric surface after it has been exposed to air
[18]. Ferroelectric polarization reversal from upward to downward alters the screen-
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ing charge on the surface of the newly written domains as conrmed by our EFM
measurements. The higher screening charge density in the case of electrically written
domain implies that there is a positive extra charge injected into the adsorbate layer,
which likely \overscreens" the polarization charge. This extra charge may result from
redox reactions driven by the electrical bias applied to the SPM tip. Accumulation of
the additional positive charge on the ferroelectric surface pushes the conduction band
of BaTiO3 down altering the band alignment as shown in Fig. 8.3(c). This results in
the reduced conductance of the electrically written domains in comparison with the
domain produced by mechanical means.
8.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a mechanically induced tunneling
electroresistance eect in ultrathin ferroelectric lms. This eect is facilitated by
exoelectric switching of polarization due to the strain gradient developed under the
SPM tip pressed against the lm surface. Strain-mediated voltage-free generation
of a stable, fully reversible and reproducible TER eect represents an important
breakthrough on both conceptual and practical levels. From the conceptual point
of view, it demonstrates mechanical control of electronic properties of ferroelectrics,
which can be extended to other functional oxide materials. From the practical point
of view, it opens the possibility for application in low-energy archive data storage
devices with mechanical writing and electrical reading of data.
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Chapter 9
Ferroelectric Modulation of
Magnetization in
Ferroelectric/Ferromagnetic
Heterostructures
9.1 Introduction
Multiferroic materials are a type of materials that exhibit more than one ferroic order
parameter simultaneously, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity,
etc. One of the most appealing aspects of multiferroics is their so-called magnetoelec-
tric coupling, where a magnetic eld can tune the electric polarization and an electric
eld can tune the magnetization.
While the possibility of a magnetoelectric eect was rst mentioned by Pierre
Curie in 1894 [1] and predicted to exist in Cr2O3 in 1960 [2], until recently it was
assumed that the external electric elds cannot signicantly alter the properties of
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magnetic materials. The eect was considered simply too small for any practical ap-
plications. The experimental observation of electrical modulation of magnetization in
III-V magnetic semiconductors [3] sparked a surge of activity in search of other materi-
als exhibiting magnetoelectric coupling. Breakthrough possibilities have been oered
with the recent advances in fundamental understanding and experimental studies of
coexistence of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic ordering in multiferroic materials [4, 5].
As single-phase room-temperature multiferroics are rare in nature (with Cr2O3 as a
noticeable exception [6]), articial multiferroic heterostructures made of ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic phases have been extensively engineered and studied in search for
large magnetoelectric coupling [7, 8, 9, 10]. Among the most attractive materials for
practical implementation of multiferroic heterostructures and fundamental studies of
magnetoelectric coupling are the doped lanthanum manganites La1 xAxMnO3, (A
= Ca, Sr, or Ba) [11]. These materials are characterized by a strong interplay be-
tween electron transport, magnetism, and crystal lattice distortions and a rich carrier-
density-temperature phase diagram. A possibility of eective electrical modulation
of carrier concentration and magnetic properties makes these materials extremely
attractive for numerous applications in eld-eect devices [12]. Modulation of car-
rier density in metallic manganite lms can be realized by employing polarization
ferroelectric materials as the gate electrodes [13]. The sensitivity of the magnetic
state of manganites to electrical charge was predicted for BaTiO3/La1 xSrxMnO3
(BTO/LSMO) interfaces [14] and experimentally explored using spin-dependent tun-
neling [15]. A number of theoretical and experimental studies [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
attributed magnetoelectric coupling to the interplay between changes in magnetiza-
tion and accumulation/depletion states at the ferroelectric-ferromagnetic interfaces,
which is fundamentally dierent from the coupling mechanism in single phase mate-
rials.
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In this chapter, we investigate modulation of magnetization by ferroelectric polar-
ization reversal in ferroelectric-ferromagnetic heterostructures of BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3
/SrTiO3 (BTO/LSMO/STO). We nd that the eect is limited to the BTO/LSMO
interface but extends up to about 3 nm into the LSMO layer beyond the expected
screening length of metallic LSMO. It is suggested that the latter eect is due to
a metal-insulator transition occurring at the BTO/LSMO interface as a result of
electrostatic doping.
Results described in this chapter have been published in ref. [22].
9.2 Materials and Methods
Pulsed laser deposition was used to grow atomically at single-crystalline epitaxial
BaTiO3 lms on TiO2-terminated SrTiO3 substrates with the La0:67Sr0:33MnO3 lms
of variable thickness as bottom electrodes. It has been shown previously [23] that
growing compressively strained BaTiO3 lms on SrTiO3 substrates enhances the re-
sulting polarization and aligns it normal to the surface. In our studies, thickness of
BaTiO3 was chosen to be 48 unit cells (~19 nm) to ensure stable and switchable polar-
ization, and LSMO thickness varied in the range from 10 to 50 nm. Structural quality
and ferroelectric properties of the grown heterostructures are very similar to those
reported in our earlier studies [24]. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) topographic
image of the surface morphology in Fig. 9.1(a) shows atomically at terraces with one
unit-cell high (~4 A) steps indicating epitaxial structure of the BaTiO3 lms. Details
on sample preparation can be found elsewhere [23].
Superconductivity quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS,
Quantum Design) and Kerr microscope based on longitudinal magnetooptical Kerr
eect (MOKE) have been used to measure magnetization of LSMO lms. MOKE
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measurements have been performed by focusing the green (=532 nm) laser beam to
the spot of less than 100 m indiameter on the BaTiO3 surface.
9.3 Large-scale Polarization Control in Ultrathin
Ferroelectric Films
SrTiO3
La Sr MnO0.67 0.33 3
BaTiO3
+/-800V
(a)
(b) (d)
(
(f)
c) (e)
Noncontact poling
Contact poling
1 µm
6 Å
0 Å
Figure 9.1: (a) AFM image of BaTiO3 surface topography showing terraces and pe-
riodic steps with a unit-cell height. (b) Schematic illustration of non-contact macro-
scopic poling method: a large needle held at a dc bias of 800V and at ~100 m
above sample surface scans the sample surface (55mm2) in high vacuum conditions.
The step increment during scanning was 50 m. (c) PFM phase image of the poly-
domain structure of the as-grown BTO lm. (d) PFM phase image of the uniformly
polarized BTO lm after noncontact poling. (e), (f) PFM amplitude (e) and phase (f)
images showing comparison between the macroscopic non-contact poling and poling
by PFM. Central 22 m2 and 0.50.5 m2 squares have been produced by scanning
with an AFM tip under +4 V/ 4 V dc bias in contact mode, while an outer region
shows the result of macroscopic non-contact poling. Saturated polarization has been
obtained for both poling methods. Scan size is the same for all AFM/PFM images.
Figure adapted from ref. [22].
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Investigation of magnetic response by means of SQUID requires large-scale sample
area poling (about several mm2), which is dicult to accomplish if the ferroelectric
lm does not have a top electrode (for comparison, an AFM with a conductive probe
can only pole an area of up to 150150 m2 which might also take up to an hour
of scanning). To overcome this problem, we have employed macroscopic non-contact
probe poling technique. A Pt needle with the 20-m-apex-curvature-radius held at
a distance of about 100 m above the BTO lm surface and electrically biased at
800V scanned the whole sample area in high vacuum conditions (410 9 Torr) as is
schematically shown in Fig. 9.1(b). PFM analysis of several regions over the sample
surface has been used to verify the result of non-contact poling.
Figure 9.1, (c) and (d) show 33 m2 PFM phase images of the BTO lm before
and after noncontact poling demonstrating that the polarization had been eectively
switched from as-grown polydomain state to a single domain state. Figure 9.1, (e) and
(f) show a comparison of the poling results by the macroscopic non-contact method
and by PFM (in PFM, the BTO lm has been poled by scanning the surface in
contact with the PFM probe under a 4V dc bias). It can be seen that both poling
methods result in fully switched single-domain polarization states.
9.4 Electrical Modulation of Magnetization in
BTO/LSMO/STO Heterostructures
SQUIDmeasurements of the BTO/LSMO/STO heterostructures have been performed
for both BTO polarization directions after verication of the results of large-scale
noncontact poling by PFM. Cycles of the BTO lms poling followed by the SQUID
measurement have been carried out several times to ensure that magnetic response of
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Figure 9.2: (a) In-plane M{H curves of BTO/LSMO(25 nm) heterostructure mea-
sured by SQUID at room temperature for upward and downward polarization di-
rections in BTO. (b) In-plane M{H curve of BTO/LSMO(10 nm) heterostructure
measured by MOKE at room temperature for upward and downward polarization
directions in BTO showing the same trend as in (a). (c) Dependence of the relative
change of magnetization M on the LSMO layer thickness t. The open circle indicates
a normalized data point. The solid curve is a t to the 1/t function. (d) Temperature
dependence of saturation magnetization of BTO/LSMO(25 nm) heterostructure for
upward and downward BTO polarizations measured at 2500 Oe. The inset shows
temperature dependence of the relative magnetization change M . Figure adapted
from ref. [22].
the LSMO layer is reproducible and not aected by possible artifacts, such as sam-
ple misalignment. Typical in-plane magnetization curves of LSMO acquired at room
temperature for two antiparallel polarization states of the BTO lm are shown in
Fig. 9.2(a). It is seen that polarization reversal in BTO leads to a sizable change in
the magnetic moment of the adjacent LSMO layer. For all studied samples, the mag-
netic moment of LSMO decreases as the BTO lm is electrically switched from the
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upward (away from the substrate) to downward (toward the substrate) polarization
state.
To substantiate the results obtained by SQUID, additional measurements by local
MOKE measurements have been performed using the same samples. Ferroelectric
poling of two regions of approximately 100100 m2 of the BTO lm have been
carried out using a conductive PFM probe in contact with the surface by applying a
dc bias of 5V, followed by MOKE measurements of in-plane magnetization (using
surface topographic markers the laser spot was focused on exactly the same regions
where polarization reversal had been performed). The results in Fig. 9.2(b) indicate
the same trend as those in Fig. 9.2(a): LSMO magnetization decreases when the
polarization in the BTO layer is switched from the upward to downward direction.
Further, we studied the relative change in saturated magnetization, M = (M(Pup) 
M(Pdown))=M(Pdown), as a function of LSMO thickness (Fig. 9.2(c)). It should be
mentioned that both upward and downward polarization states in the BTO lm were
found to be stable for the 25- and 50-nm-thick LSMO layers, while for the 10-nm-thick
LSMO layer, only upward polarization was found to be stable. Attempts to switch
the BTO lm downward in this case resulted in formation of the polydomain struc-
ture with the Pdown/Pup ratio of approximately 1/2 (most likely due to spontaneous
backswitching). This eectively means that only 1/3 of the total downward polar-
ization state had contributed to the magnetization change. By taking into account
this correction, which reects non-complete downward poling, the resulting relative
magnetization change M was estimated to be about 27% (without this correction
the measured M value was ~9%).
Figure 9.2(d) shows a temperature dependence of saturated magnetization in the
BTO/LSMO(25 nm)/STO heterostructure measured at a constant magnetic eld
2500 Oe. No noticeable change in the Curie temperature with polarization reversal
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has been observed. The temperature dependence of M (see the inset in Fig. 9.2(d))
shows that the polarization-induced change in magnetization peaks in the vicinity of
the Curie temperature and decreases as temperature decreases.
Data in Fig. 9.2(c) show that the relative change in magnetization M becomes
more pronounced as the LSMO thickness decreases. The thickness dependence of
M can be tted well to the tm=t function, where t is the LSMO layer thickness
and tm is the tting parameter. This suggests an interface mechanism behind the
observed magnetization modulation by polarization reversal, i.e., that the magneti-
zation change in LSMO is limited to a thin layer at the BTO/LSMO interface. The
t allows us to estimate the eective layer thickness at the BTO/LSMO interface
where the magnetization change occurs. Assuming that within this layer the reversal
of ferroelectric polarization completely destroys magnetism, we can interpret tm as
the thickness of this layer. From the t we nd that tm is approximately 2.9 nm.
9.5 Phenomenological Modeling
The observed eect is in qualitative agreement with our rst-principles calculations
performed using the plane-wave pseudopotential method [25]. Reversal of the ferro-
electric polarization leads to a change in the accumulation/depletion charge built up
on the LSMO side of the interface. We nd that all of the electronic screening is
limited to an accumulation/depletion of majority spin electrons, which leads to a sig-
nicant change in magnetic moment near the interface. In bulk, La0:67Sr0:33MnO3 has
a magnetization of 3.67 B/Mn, whereas the average Mn moment varies signicantly
in the rst 2{3 unit-cells near the interface with BTO, depending on the polarization
orientation. For the BTO polarization pointing towards the BTO/LSMO the inter-
face, for example, the magnetic moments on the Mn sites are essentially the same as
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they are in the bulk [14], leading to a near complete absence of electronic screening.
On the other hand, for the BTO polarization pointing away from this interface, the
negative surface polarization charge from the BTO leads to a signicant depletion of
majority spin electrons in the rst 2{3 unit-cells of LSMO: the rst Mn layer at the
interface is reduced by ~0.45 B, the second is reduced by ~0.2 B, and the third is
reduced by ~0.05 B. This corresponds to an eective penetration depth of the mag-
netoelectric response on the order of 0.8{1.2 nm in our zero temperature calculations,
which in qualitative agreement with our experimental results.
Quantitatively, however, the experimentally observed magnetoelectric eect is sig-
nicantly larger in magnitude than that predicted theoretically. Also, the thickness
of the ferroelectrically modulated magnetic layer estimated from the experimental
data is much larger than theoretically predicted (~3 nm versus ~1 nm, respectively),
which cannot be explained solely within the model assuming uniform and constant
metallicity of LSMO at the BTO/LSMO interface. Below, we propose a qualitative
model, which explains our experimental data based on the metal-insulator transition
at the LSMO interface induced by the ferroelectric polarization.
The screening charge at the ferroelectric-manganite interface produces carrier de-
pletion or accumulation in LSMO near the interface, analogous with chemical doping.
Since x in the La1 xSrxMnO3 chemical formula reects the substitution of trivalent
La with divalent Sr and is an eective measure of holes concentration, we can consider
the eect of electric eld as a corresponding shift in the LSMO phase diagram [11]
(Fig. 9.3(a)) to the right, if a negative polarization charge is to be screened, or to
the left, if positive polarization charge is to be screened, relative to the starting point
of x = 0.33. It can be seen from the diagram that while the rightward shift keeps
the LSMO layer in the metallic state, the leftward shift can lead to a metal-insulator
transition. The presence of the metal-insulator transition occurring locally, within the
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Figure 9.3: (a) Temperature-composition phase diagram of LSMO showing ferro-
magnetic metal (FM), paramagnetic insulator (PI), ferromagnetic insulator (FI), and
paramagnetic metal (PM) phases. Also shown are calculations of the shift of the
phase boundary between insulating and metallic states for two possible BaTiO3 po-
larization values. Polarization screening shifts the eective charge concentration x at
the interface: the leftward shift leads to metal-insulator transition while the right-
ward shift keeps the system in the metallic state. (b) Schematic illustration of the
metal-insulator phase transition in LSMO due to accumulation of screening charges
at the BTO/LSMO interface. (c) Temperature dependence of the thickness of the
magnetically modulated layer in LSMO. Figure adapted from ref. [22].
screening length at the LSMO interface, would inevitably move the screening region
deeper into the bulk LSMO (Fig. 9.3(b)). For example, assuming that the strained
BTO has the polarization of 48 C/cm2, and all the screening charge is accumulated
within 2.5 unit cells of LSMO (as in our theoretical calculations), the total doping
(both chemical and electrostatic) within the screening region becomes x 0.13, which
lies deep in the paramagnetic insulator region at room temperature in the phase dia-
gram of LSMO (Fig. 9.3(a)). This suggests that the screening region expands beyond
that found for the metallic phase of LSMO (Fig. 9.3(b)). This eect is expected to
be more pronounced in the vicinity of TC, where the dierence in free energy between
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the metal and insulating states for the LSMO lm is minimal.
In order to correlate our experimental results with the phase diagram of LSMO,
we have calculated the occurrence of the metal-insulator phase transition based on
our experimental data for the polarization-induced change in magnetization shown
in the inset of Fig. 9.2(d). Assuming as before that within the layer of thickness tm
ferroelectric polarization reversal completely destroys magnetism, we can calculate
tm as a function of temperature ((Fig. 9.3(c)). Using this temperature dependence
and known values of the polarization charge for BTO we can nd the phase boundary
between the metal and insulator regions in the phase diagram simply by estimating
the amount of doping level in the layer of thickness tm as a function of temperature.
The estimated equivalent changes in the holes concentrations (change in x) that are
required to accommodate all the polarization charge are shown in (Fig. 9.3(a) for
two BaTiO3 polarization values: experimentally measured [26] value of 35 C/cm
2
and predicted in our rst-principles calculations value of 48 C/cm2. There is a
clear correlation between the bulk phase diagram of LSMO and the predicted metal-
insulator phase boundaries.
9.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have observed large (>10%) roomtemperature electrical modulation
of magnetization in ferroelectric/ferromagnetic BaTiO3/La0:67Sr0:33MnO3/SrTiO3 het-
erostructures induced by polarization reversal in BaTiO3. The relative magnetization
change is inversely proportional to the LSMO layer thickness, indicating that the eect
is limited to a thin (~3 nm) LSMO layer at the BTO/LSMO interface. The thickness
of this layer and the magnitude of magnetization change are signicantly larger than
those predicted by rst-principle calculations at zero temperature. The experimental
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data can be qualitatively explained using a model based on a polarization-induced
metal-insulator transition in the LSMO layer near the interface.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Future Work
10.1 Summary
The work presented in this dissertation is mainly focused on the study of ferroelectric
heterostructures using scanning probe mictroscopy (SPM) techniques. It can be clas-
sied into three parts: (i) polarization-coupled resistive switching behavior in ferro-
electric tunnel junctions (FTJs), (ii) mechanical switching of ferroelectric polarization
in ultrathin ferroelectrics and ferroelectric heterojunctions, and (iii) magnetoelectric
coupling in ferroelectric/ferromagnetic heterostructures.
In the rst part, we have successfully demonstrated the correlation between ferro-
electric polarization orientation and the tunneling conductance|the tunneling elec-
troresistance (TER) eect. We have investigated three dierent methods for enhance-
ment of polarization retention in FTJs: (i) interface engineering for modication of
atomic termination sequences, (ii) use of metal electrodes for more eective screening
of depolarizing eld, and (iii) interface engineering by introducing a polar molecular
layer at the electrode-ferroelectric interface.
Stable and switchable ferroelectric polarization has been achieved in all these
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structures, demonstrating a feasibility of operational FTJ devices for practical appli-
cations in ferroelectric memory and logic devices. Moreover, we have demonstrated
not only bistable, but continuously tunable resistance states in Co/BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3
tunnel junctions|an eect referred to as memristive behavior. The observed memris-
tive behavior is attributed to the eld-induced charge redistribution at the ferroelec-
tric/electrode interface, resulting in the modulation of the interface barrier height.
Also, we have demonstrated enhancement of the TER eect by using an interfacial
polar layer at the graphene/ferroelectric interface.
Next, we have demonstrated that the strain gradient generated by an ultra-sharp
AFM tip could be used to switch the ferroelectric polarization in the ferroelectric lm
due to the exoelectric coupling between polarization and strain gradient. Voltage-
free control of ferroelectric polarization thus becomes possible. We also showed that
pure mechanical force can be used to control resistive switching in FTJs, which rep-
resents a new paradigm for voltage-free control of electronic properties of nanoscale
ferroelectrics and, more generally, complex oxide materials.
Finally, we have demonstrated that the eld eect of ferroelectrics could be used
to tune the magnetic properties of a ferromagnetic lm. Magnetoelectric coupling
between ferroelectrics and ferromagnetics are of interests for potential applications in
voltage control of magnetism or vice versa. We showed a large (>10%) modulation
of magnetization in the ferromagnetic layer upon ferroelectric polarization reversal in
BaTiO3/(La,Sr)MnO3 heterostructures.
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10.2 Future Work
10.2.1 Ferroelectric tunnel junctions
Development of novel electronic devices and memories requires high eciency, high
density, high operation frequency, long retention and low energy consumption. There
is still a long way to go to achieve optimal performance in a real device FTJs. The
resistance states of the FTJs rely on the polarization states of the ultrathin ferroelec-
tric barriers. To optimize the operational speed of the FTJ, polarization switching
dynamics need to be further investigated in a device structure FTJ. Polarization
switching dynamics in hundred-nm-thick ferroelectric capacitors have been investi-
gated by means of PFM at the sub-100 ns time range. However, in FTJs, the fer-
roelectric lm has a thickness of only several nanometers and leakage current due to
electron tunneling becomes a critical problem for polarization switching. Investiga-
tion of the switching dynamics and ultimate speed with which electroresistace eect
can be realized represent a scientically rich and technologically important research
direction.
Polarization relaxation is another issue in realization of the FTJ devices. Memory
applications generally require data retention over several years. The eective screen-
ing of the depolarizing eld in ultrathin ferroelectric lms and polarization stability
become a serious challenge in FTJs and require further studies.
Another direction is development of ferroelectric tunnel memristors (FTMs) where
tunable and programmable resistance states can be realized. FTMs can be realized
in two ways: polarization controlled FTMs and interface controlled FTMs. For the
rst type, the high and low resistance states in an FTJ are controlled by the grad-
ual changes in the fraction of switched polarization. Partially switched polarization
generates an intermediate resistance state between high and low resistance states.
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For the second type, resistance tuning is controlled by charge accumulation at the
ferroelectric/electrode interface. Investigation of the role of interface is crucial for
realizing programmable FTM devices.
10.2.2 Mechanical polarization switching
The polarization switching dynamics might be fundamentally dierent for voltage
controlled and mechanically controlled processes. Investigation of the mechanical
force induced polarization switching dynamics provides a way for understanding the
exoelectric eect at the nanoscale. We have only shown in this dissertation that
mechanical writing generates much smaller domains. Spatial and temporal scaling of
mechanical switching requires further studies.
